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Dear Students, Parents and Teachers,
The academic year gone by has given us an
opportunity to rethink and renew the higher
education strategies given the challenging
pandemic situation. As we emerge from the time
of crisis, the challenge is to renew, regenerate and
reassess. The focus area is the creation of
an ecosystem to support and nurture the holistic
development of the students.The primary
objective is to make the teaching learning process
accomplishing and enriching.
Our eﬀorts will continue to focus on academic
integrity and accountability while remaining
conscious of our duties as citizens and being
sensiti
sensitive to socialresponsibilities. Usha Pravin
Gandhi College of Arts, Science and Commerce is
valued for its infrastructure and academic rigor,
especially the student centric teaching learning
and research orientation. The college continues
to produce degree holders much valued by the industry.

Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts, Science and Commerce has created an environment that
is a potent alliance of critical thinking, problem solving and innovation. The college continues
to strive for excellence in the elds of Management, Information Technology & Mass Media
with its undergraduate as well as postgraduate courses.
I am sure Usha Pravin Gandhi College will continue with the same passion, resilience and vigor
in the new academic year. My best wishes to the all the students and staﬀ at Usha Pravin
Gandhi College of Arts, Science & Commerce as they march into the academic year 2022-23.
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Dear Students, Parents and Teachers,
At the start of the new academic year 2022-2023,
I take this opportunity to welcome all the
students to Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts,
Science and Commerce (UPGCASC)

After the initial phase of complete overhaul, an
immediate and eﬀective response to the crisis in
2020, UPG adapted to online teaching,
assessment and evaluation very rapidly and
migrated to online administrative tasks and
admissions very eﬀectively. Good teachers,
revamped curricula and eﬀective tools ensured
that students stayed involved and active in the
learning process. The innovative pedagogy at
Usha Pravin Gandhi College is a culmination of
theory and practice honing students’ skills and
oriented towards the creation of future leaders.
Given the continuously evolving situation in
terms
of industry needs, the College provides
te
the best of mentorship and facilitators for the students.

Innovative new forms of collaboration and alternative paradigms are needed to drive learning,
research and teaching. Sharing of knowledge between institutions globally through joint
-teaching, virtual guest lectures, etc. could give students an enriched global perspective in
these diﬃcult times, needless to say keeping all the above in mind, UPG College is geared up
for implementation of all these new initiatives.

The year ahead has its own set of challenges for universities and students. A point to note is
that as electronic connectivity has increased, we all have begun to lose personal connections
and inner peace. It is my observation that the gaps in our curriculum do not allow the young
student to build strong interpersonal relationships or even learn to resolve connicts. Instilling
the importance of rejection and failure in the youth and empowering them with life skills to
emerge more resilient will be the goal followed by the college. I also believe that the college
within the community will thrive only when the family structure remains cohesive and
contributes along with the teacher in the overall development of the student. I wish all the
young entrants a very happy journey in their graduate learning process.
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The year 2022 continues to look like a
promising one, making us believe that the
worst of the pandemic is behind us.
Moreover, we are more than happily
settling into this new normal. From the point
of view of academics, teachers and learners
have adapted quite well to the challenges
hurled at them by the post-pandemic world.
However, unlike other institutions who have
merely weathered the storm, UPG has not
just managed to survive, but also emerge
stronger as an educational institute with the
ability to innovate and resent its practises and
processes. Of all the committees that
continued to make an impact with hybrid
events, NSS once again outshone all of them

with their relentless pursuits to create a social impact through their large-scale tree plantation
drive in the outskirts of the city.
Talking about the departmental activities, the youngest department - the B.A.F.T. department,
hosted the most popular event of ‘Filmy Mela’ that drew hundreds to auditorium right after
the recession of the Omicron wave, twhich itself was a commendable fest. (More on that in the
inside pages!). However the most innovate initiative of the year was ‘Media Incubator’, the
brainchild of Dr. Anju Kapoor, the principal of UPG College.And rightfully qualiies as the
cover story of this year’s edition. UPG has sailed the Covid wave with ying colors, turning
every problem into an opportunity, moving from strength to strength.
On that note, I will like to sign oﬀ!
MAYUR SARFARE,
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF,
CHRYSALIS.
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FILMY MELA
As March blinked in the calendars of the college premise, a fresh wave of students hobbled, crashing on
WKH VWDLUV RI WKH WKLUG ߕRRU $OO ZHDULQJ EODFN 7VKLUWV GULSSHG LQ VZHDW ZLWK D PXOWLFRORU PRYLH FDPHUD
engraved on the left-most corner. The design was garnished with some alphabetic syllables in white ink.
$V WKH FDQ RI 1XWHOOD JRW RSHQHG E\ WKH JDQJ ZKLFK E\ WKHQ KDG GLVVROYHG RQ WKH ߕRRU D JLUO ZLWK
hundreds of black laces wrapped around her hand, propelled. “Help please,” she buckled her voice. The
laces turned out to be supporting the hanging clap boxes designed. Each horizontal piece had a different
name and a different image. “These are your ids. Scene 1 Take 1 -I am your Chairperson, Palak Shah,
signing in.” Everyone roared in laughter. A guy nudged the specs resting on his nose. “We are almost
there guys.” His expression stressed out with brink of happiness. “The day marked the start of the
syllables in white ---UPG FILMY MELA 2022--“I still remember we were so stressed on that day, and it was just the start,” chairperson of the fest,
Sutlej, said nudging his specs. Envisioned three years back by the principal and executed thorRXJKO\ E\ %$)7103ڕV SURIHVVRU $VKLVK 0HKWD WKH ߔUVWHYHU FROOHJH ߔOP IHVWLYDO ZDV UROOHG RXW ژ,
ZDQWHG WR JLYH WKH DVSLULQJ ߔOPPDNHUV D UHG FDUSHW H[SHULHQFH VR QR FRPSURPLVHV ZHUH GRQH  ,W
was supposed to be grandeur only,” Ashish sir said. His smile widened as he went on narrating.

Usha Pravin Gandhi’s Filmy Mela swung open on December
10, 2021. The event was ornamented withactors like Urvashi
Pardeshi and Akshat Irani. Sanskar Desai, secretary of the Indian Documentary Producers’ Association, came with his baggage
of knowledge to dribble it down on the stage. The curtain raiser event with power-packed performances left no stone unturned.
The dazzling smiles in JJH and the sound of the guitar made the event
melodious. “Every performance was, oh my god you guys are so talented! The organizers have nearly exceeded the handwork required
to manage such fests!” Urvashi Pardeshi exclaimed in one of the after-event interviews. As days passed, memories of the opening ceremony became foggy until one day a reel popped on Instagram “Hope
you have not forgotten the fun - with regards Filmy Mela”. On the 8 th of
March, it was time for the next leg of the fest- THE MEDIA CONCLAVE.
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“So, we are changing the exteriors of Room A. It will be the studio room for now,” Rijul Shah, head of
creatives, chuckled. The board on the left of the door was packed with a plethora of movie posters- Queen, NH10,
0DUGDDQL&DSWDLQ0DUYHO:RQGHU:RPDQHIIHFWRIZKLFKZDVVHHQLQFDVFDGLQJߕRZRIWKHDXGLHQFH:LWK
a media conclave celebrating the essence of Women’s Day, eleven industry-experienced women were called
in. The theme ,made everyone pounce off their chairs, ‘the portrayal of women through their eyes in the media
world’. The guest list ranged from Atika Chohan, co-writer of Chhapaak, to Dr. Payal Dala, director of JD Institute of Fashion Technology. Namita Dubey, the actress known for her work in Aspirants, Bepanha, and Lipstick
under my Burkha also embraced the event. “So, feminism is not a thing to be celebrated only on
women’s day,” one of the key notable speakers said. The syrup of eye-opening discussion got everyone on
their heels.

With nervousness in the legs and one more sleepless night the
WHDPZREEOHGRQWKHVWDLUVRIWKHUGߕRRUEXWLQSDWFKHV)RUWKLV
time logistics were arranged, security was checking, and Heads of
Departments were frisking themselves off fear, Ashish sir directing through hand gestures while talking on the phone. “Tomorrow
LVWKHGD\ߔOPVDUHWREHVFUHHQHGڢVRDELWQHUYRXVSUHSDUHG
but the feeling of unpreparedness” Risnesh Dalal, Advisor of the
fest, said with his infectious smile. Mukesh Patel auditorium was
booked for the 21st and 22nd of March, and the LEDs were set.
The heavy breathing of the team was put on hold. The whole day
stretched plan was divided into two parts- The student movie segment and the industrial movie segment. After every three movies,
the cast and crew were called on the stage for a panel discussion. “We signed MOUs- No picture will be leaked. I was stressing
DVKHOO(YHU\WKLQJZDVRQSRLQWEXWZKDWLIڙڢ6XWOHMH[FODLPHG
The day commenced with a dance performance and the lighting of
DODPS7KHߔUVWߔOPIRUWKHGD\6KXQ\DIROORZHGE\WKH]HDORIH[citement laid the foundation for the fest. With people roaring at top
of their lungs, movies like Daal Bhaat, and Kappat loaded. “Dil Mera
Sunne ko bekarar hai, Kaho na Pyaar hai” the song was vibrating in
every corner of the auditorium when Amesha Patel made her grand
entry . The moment was not enough to be captured just in cameras.
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7KH VWXGHQWߔOP FUHZ GLVFXVVLRQV SORGGHG WKH VWDJH ژ,I \RX ZDQW WKHP WR GUHDP ELJ
VXSSRUW WKHP DSSODXG WKHLU HYHU\ VWHS ,W LV HDV\ WR GUHDP ELJ EXW LW LV YHU\ KDUG WR NHHS LW DOLYHڙ
$VKLVK VLU VDLG ZKLOH DGGUHVVLQJ D JURXS RI VWXGHQWV 7KH LQGXVWULDO VHJPHQW ZDV OLQHG XS ZLWK PRYLHV OLNH 'KXPPDV .DWUDQ DQG PDQ\ PRUH  ژ6R \RX SODQ D ORW EXW WKHUH DUH JOLWFKHV ZKLFK ZLOO KDSSHQ QR PDWWHU ZKDW :KDW LV PRUH LPSRUWDQW LV KRZ \RX DGDSW DQG KDQGOH WKH VLWXDWLRQ ڙ6XWOHM VDLG
ژ$W WLPHV ZH IHOW WKDW QRZ ZKDW 7KH ZKROH WHDP ORRNHG DW HDFK RWKHU DQG WKH SUREOHP ZDV VROYHGڙ

)RU WKH QH[W GD\ HYHQWV ZHUH OLQHG XS
ZLWK WKH VFUHHQLQJ RI PRYLHV DJDLQ GLYLGHG LQWR WKH VDPH WZR VHJPHQWV 7KH
FKDLUVZHUHߔOOHGZLWKHPRWLRQV7KHFDUSHWRIWKHߕRRUEHFDPHFROGZLWKKXVKHV
RIWKHDXGLHQFHDVWKH\H[FODLPHGRQHYHU\FRPLQJPRYLHژ%DFNWREDFNPRYLHV
ZHKDYHFDVWDQGFUHZߕ\LQJIURP*XMDUDWVRZHKDYHWRDUUDQJHPRYLHVFKHGXOH DFFRUGLQJ WR WKHP ڙ6QHKDP -DLQ
+2'RI/RJLVWLFVDQG0DQDJHPHQWVDLG
7KH VFUHHQLQJ RI .DXQ .RQ +DL DQG
&KDVKPGHHG OHIW HYHU\RQH DZHVWUXFN
,QGXVWU\ 0RYLHV FUDFN RSHQHG WKH FXULRVLW\ 'HPRFUDF\ DQG 'D\V /HIW %HKLQG QRW RQO\ FRFRRQHG WKH DXGLHQFH
EXW DOVR PDGH WKHP SRQGHU 7KH VHDWV
UHPDLQHG YDFDQW DV HYHU\RQH VWRRG
XS WR VHH DQRWKHU JXHVW RZQHU $PDU
8SDGK\D\ ژ,W LV QRW DERXW WKH PRYLHV ,W LV DERXW WKH H[SHULHQFH ڙ0DFKXQ PDڕDP WKH WHDFKHULQFKDUJH
RI WKH IHVW VDLG  7KH GD\ FORVHG ZLWK
D IRUPDO YRWH RI WKDQNV EXW ZDV LW WKH
HQG"$QRWKHU GD\ ZDV ZDLWLQJ DQG DQRWKHU VWXGHQW ߔOPPDNHU ZDV DVSLULQJ
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Student Council
“A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way.”
- John C. Maxwell
Here, we have our student council which does just that. The council aspires to live and breathe
student welfare. It's a community of academic toppers and committee representatives from all
the years and courses to organize events, be a bridge between the faculty and the students,
and be there for the students for anything and everything for an enhanced learning experience.
This year was all about a balance. A beautiful balance between academics and brilliantly
executed student programs. Right from Coffee with Principal to Student's Week to Annual Day
to Convocation for the earlier batches, the student council shone its crown for the state of the
art initiatives.
This year, Preksha Jiwani was the general secretary. One can always count on Preksha to put
a smile on everyone's face. She is a perfectionist who will dig deep to the last until the work is
done. An extremely fun kid, approachable, and humorous person she is not afraid to stand up
for herself and anything that she believes in. She is highly opinionated and that makes her
personality stronger than anyone. She is always looking to grab new opportunities. We are so
proud to call her the General Secretary of the Cultural Committee. Moreover, her team of
council members including Amisha Panchal, Virali Shah, Mazin Bagdadi, Dhrumi Shah, Alicia
Cotta, Karishma Golecha, Aaliya Mithawala, Krish Parekh, Muskan Jain, Shruti Lohia, Juhi
Jha, Drishti Kapadia, Hitika Mehta, Sharanya Ghosh, Mohak Patel, Suryansh Gupta, Agadh
Chaturvedi, Parth Bhanushali, Sakshi Chandarana, Mitali Vasant, Raashi Shah and Ritika
Sampat amazed professors and students with their unmatched dedication and passion
towards a better way of leading college life.
Coffee with Principal was a student council initiative that was focused on a talk session with
our principal Dr. Anju Kapoor and representatives from the first year belonging to various
committees. This resulted in an enhanced horizon of thoughts at the end of our first years
and a one-to-one basis talk with the face behind our college. It was a huge success and was
highly celebrated.
Students' week is every student's dream. Right from dressing up to enjoying all the fun
activities. The days included Retro day, Traditional day, Formal day and Scribble day.
Scribble day was a huge success as the entire location was jam-packed with students having
the time of their lives. A retro day was a banger as it had various students perform in front of others.
Dressed in traditional, the whole college campus lit up with colors and patterns on a traditional
day. The formal day gave us a glimpse of professionalism in our fellow students. It was yet another week
of success for the student’s council
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College Annual Day was a witness to a lot of hustle-bustle with beautiful dance, stand-up comedy, mimicry,
music, and more. The sound of cheer filled Mukesh Patel Auditorium on the 1st of April as the student council executed a beautiful annual Day for all our UPGians to experience. It included felicitation of academic
toppers from various streams as well. The show was quite a memorable one and was one too that deserves
a huge round of applause.
The pandemic slowed things down for us, right? All our graduates experienced uncertainty and gloom as
they hailed into the professional world without a convocation. This soon was changed by the student council
by organizing Convocation ceremonies for the batch of 2020 and 2021. Students from across all the streams
gathered in Mukesh Patel Auditorium for a grand convocation and meet-greet. The maskcame off and
smiles shone the brightest on this day.
This marked the end of the student council's initiatives as we celebrated the past year and its happenings.
We extend our vote of thanks to RCUPG for their help on Convocation D-Day and Annual Day
for their student volunteers to be with us throughout. All of this wouldn't have been possible without our
teacher in charge Mr. Sriram Deshpande who was a guiding beacon in the troubled storms of event management. He helped us throughout our endeavors and complimented us to have organized such huge-scale
events with such precision.
This year was the start of something beautiful as we wish all the students lives full of health, wealth, and
happiness.
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UPG Chronicle
With the motto, “By the students, for the students,” the very own college newspaper, UPG Chronicle, continued to deliver objective news and enticing features, keeping everyone hooked and wanting more. This
paper focused at creating a readership that resonated with accurate journalism, coverage of the college
setting, and the voices of students.
The Editor-in-Chief, Anamta Aibani, led the team with confidence and gave the departments the freedom to
work at their own pace while ensuring their cohesiveness. A year of success wouldn’t have been possible
without the core team, which consisted of Jinali Mehta as the Creative Consultant, Khushi Bhuta and Alok
Parekh as the HODs of Content, Namit Pandey as the HOD of Technicals, Amrit Kaur serving as the HOD
of PR and Marketing, and Garima Datta as the HOD of Graphics.
In a hybrid form, Chronicle created a space and initiatives that had a place for all. The newspaper’s website
ranged from various sections such as Food and Lifestyle, Social Issues, Art and Culture, Sports, Current
Affairs, COVID-19, Editorials, Reviews, and College and Events. A team of passionate and aspiring reporters worked on the articles not just according to their niche, but also to venture outside their comfort zones
and explore different beats. Chronicle always made sure to do justice to the ideas and keep the readers
wanting more when it came to interesting ideas and unfamiliar topics. This year, the PR and Marketing
department implemented various strategies to increase engagement and educate their followers on social
media. They started with pop culture quizzes, and they also taught two new words weekly.
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Every Tuesday they had a vocabulary word that could be used in a day-to-day conversation, and on
Thursdays, they had a word relating to journalism, which was called ‘Journalingo.’ The team continued
giving daily news through “Crisp with Chronicle” and weekly updates through “Weekly Worldview.” A
new section, known as ‘Staying informed with Chronicle’, was also started, where relevant and timely
events were posted hhhin detail. The page offered several recommendations for books and TV shows.
Apart from that, the team continuedworking on topical days through reels and informative carousels.
The graphics team made sure that the creatives were compelling enough to catch the readers’ attention, and the tech team ensured an error-free process while scrolling through the website. Through a
collaborative effort, all the departments helped one another grow and function more smoothly.
Inspired by the Humans of Bombay, Chronicle’s very own Humans of UPG was a major contribution.
The writers got a chance to interview students and staff from the college community and feature
stories that made them special. These humanistic tales united more people and encouraged them to
share their stories. During the 10-day E-Ganesha festival, Chronicle collaborated with the Eloquence
committee to host an Open Mic in honor of Hindi Diwas. It was a beautiful event where students
shared their heartfelt sentiments on a variety of subjects.
UPG Chronicle is not just a newspaper that sends out news, it’s a community that aims to deliver factual, intriguing, and meaningful content. There were 70+ articles and posts on their website and social
media this year. While this year was a year of success, they ensure having many more initiatives to
implement in the future.
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THE BUDDY PROJECT
The Buddy Project is a mentoring cell of Usha Pravin Gandhi College. It aims at easing the lives of first-year
students in the college. The mentors or ‘Buddies’ try to help every student individually through their
one-to-one sessions and ‘Buddy Groups’. Whether the students need help with study material, looking for
hostels, or any other issue, Buddies are always available to help them. They also send internships alert on
the groups for the students who want to gain some practical knowledge.

Under the guidance of Principal Anju Kapoor and Professor Mayur Vyas, the student leadership body for the
Buddy Project 2021-22 was formed. Throughout the year. The Buddy Project’ hosted a variety of events,
seminars and webinars aiming at personal skills, communication skills, and academic skills. They had also
organized many games for the students. The first event was GitHub, which was organized on December 12.
It was a webinar conducted for the students of the BSc IT stream. The main aim of the event was to educate
them about Git and GitHub, which are used for version control and restoring deleted files. The webinar was
conducted by Mr. Pavan Kumar. On February 1, the Buddies organized ‘LinkedIn Games’, which didn’t only
help participants build an interesting LinkedIn profile, but also indulged them with amusing tasks. The main
motive of this event was to give basic knowledge about the functioning of LinkedIn to first-year students.
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An ‘Annual Quiz’ was conducted on December 19. It was The Buddy Project's first flagship event that was
held online on Zoom Meetings. It was an interesting quiz game that covered a lot of concepts and tested
the person's general knowledge.TBP’s second flagship event, Maphazard, was conducted on February 26.
It was an amazing treasure hunt game to give the first-year students a glimpse of the interiors of UPG
College. Another huge event was a collaboration between The Buddy Project and the Rotaract Club of
UPG. It was conducted during the auspicious occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi. It involved doing the Ganesh
Aarti and then playing some fun games with the members of both committees. Another webinar named
‘Morgan and Stanley Internship Webinar’ was carried out on November 10. This webinar was conducted
by UPG College students who had worked for Morgan and Stanley. The attendees got an insight into how
to prepare for the entrance test at the firm. Last but not the least, an ‘Elective Seminar’ was conducted.
This event involved second and third-year students guiding the first-year students about choosing their
electives in the second year by mentioning the pros and cons of every elective.
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Cultural Committee
UPG’s Cultural Committee is one of the most dedicated platforms with an agenda of finding inner talent and
abilities within students. With a wide range of departments to choose from, they provide a plethora of opportunities for the students of UPG College. They are more focused on growing and learning than any other
aspect. During the time of pandemic & lockdowns, the Cultural Committee accepted the challenges of the
‘New Normal’ and organized many events and workshops through the online mode and made sure that
everyone got benefited and was inspired.
UPG College leaves a mark wherever its students go, and the Cultural Committee has played the most vital
role in the same. It is the most prime and prestigious committee of the college, which everyone wants to be
a part of. Hundreds of students give interviews every year to become a part of the committee to organize
events and participate in competitions.
The Cultural Committee is backed by the wisdom of advisors who were in the top core the previous year.
The committee believes in brotherhood and connecting people by the shared interest in their extracurriculars, hobbies, talents, and skills. The Cultural Committee closely collaborates with the Drama Team of the
college to follow the same belief. This year, the committee comprised of Ms. Preksha Jiwani as the Secretary. The joint secretaries were Ms. Khushi Gheewala and Ms. Riyana Babbar, Aman Panigrahi, Asthir
Kushwaha, and Ayushi Mehta together formed the advisory council. The HOD of literary arts was Priyanka
Singh and for fine arts, it was Darshana Gupta. The representatives of the Music and Dance Departments
were Fenil Songarwala and Tanisha Maheshwari, respectively. The Drama Department was handled by
Pearl Parekh. The HOD of Festivals was Rajeshwari Ghorpade while Ayush Thakkar headed the Gaming
and Sports Department. The PR Department was collaboratively leaded by Sneha Jain and Shreeya
Deorukhkar. Lastly, Ronit Jagwani wasresponsible for the Logistics Department of the committee.
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Achievements:
Cultural Committee not only participated flamboyantly in intercollegiate fests but also organized several
events of their own both online, as well as offline keeping in mind all the COVID 19 protocols. All the festivals
were not only celebrated offline but also through social media events or video calling applications. 'Doodle,
Dance and Detox' gave participants a kickstart to the year full of enthusiasm by engaging them in Zumba
and art therapy. 'Musical Bash' by the Music Department was the first social media event, showcasing a
compilation video made by the HODS, especially for the teachers on the values we've learned from them as
a legacy to commemorate the Guru Purnima. They represented themselves at the college's Eco-Friendly
Ganesha, a 10-day event to celebrate Ganesh Chaturthi by celebrating the knowledge, art, and talent of
different committees. From the Ganesh Sthapna to Visarjan, the Cultural Committee danced, and sang,
while playing energetic and insightful games in collaboration with the Case Study committee and Rotaract
Club of UPG. For Navratri, videos were made on the real-life avatars of goddess Durga, our mothers; they
also created reels on ethnic wear tips and taught a few Garba hook steps. The committee began with its
flagship event on the 28th, 29th, and 30th of October. The 'Cultural Carnival - Unbottle Your Talent 2021-22'
was an assortment of intra
collegiate events held online: Literary Arts'- Mehfil Master and Bollywood Baby, Fine Arts'-A Journey To Your
Past and Zodiac Chakras, Music's Surmai Mehfil, Dance's- Taal Se Taal Mila, Drama's- Just Say It, Gaming
and Sports'- BGMI and Football Premier League.. The Cultural Carnival was all about showcasing one's
talent and finding the finest ones in not only UPG but also several other colleges.
The Cultural Committee celebrated Diwali with extreme zeal through a heartwarming festive poem written
and performed on Instagram by Literary Arts' members as a social media campaign. Then they also organized 'WOW- Week Of Workshops' in November and December, a 6-day event, where each event department organized their workshops: 'Alfaaz', 'Unbottle Your Talent', 'Nritya Raas', 'Rangmanch', 'Curls and
Crunches' and 'Sukoon. The workshops were on music, dance, writing, performing, and fine arts. The workshops were successful, and the feedback was very positive since participants got to learn and polish their
crafts and connect with artists of similar interests. Each day was dedicated to each department weekly to
post dedicated stories like 'Musical Mondays', 'Theater Tuesdays', 'Word Wednesdays', 'Dance Thursdays',
'Fine Arts Fridays', 'Sporty Saturdays', which gave insightful knowledge to the followers keeping them
hooked to the kind of art they vouch for.
The Dance department also performed in the 'Patriotic Parade', an event to commemorate Republic Day.
They also organized an event 'Baithak- E- Jashan' which was all about expressing talent and connecting to
other dancers of the college. Gaming and sports department planned events amidst the pandemic to keep
up the spirit and promote the evolving fashion of online gaming. The first events held by Gaming and Sports
were BGMI and Football Premier League which were worth the hype, the participation was in a huge
number making people want to win. Offline event 'The Games Mania', which was organized in February, had
a crazy number of participants where various games were played to win and have fun with the college
mates, like human snake and ladders, arm wrestling, mystic memory, and so on.
Thanks to every single person belonging to the team of the Cultural Committee, UPG College won 2nd place
in 'stock events' in Aldebaran 2.0 Fest by HR College, also won Mr. and Ms. Kshitij in Mithibai College's
Kshitij Fest acquiring the 1st position. UPG College qualified for five events of Mumbai University's Youth
Festival (zonal level) and won 1st position in the mono-act, making their way to the state level. We won 2nd
place in stock events and 2nd position in the Literary Arts event of NMIMS's Vaayu Fest too. We won 2nd
position in the drama event of IIT Bombay's Mood Indigo. The Cultural Committee took part in other wercollegiate fests like a Fest by Mulund College of Commerce, NM Cag Fest, NMIMS's SK Fest, and IIT Bombay's Mood Indigo with humongous etiopation. The Cultural Cmittee further participated in Valia C.L
College's Jaitosh Fest and Thakur College's Taarangan Fest ready to bag the podiums.
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Entrepreneurship Cell
This year, the E-Cell Committee was led by Virali Shah as the President and Nidhi Chinai as the Vice-President. Despite the Covid-led pandemic, E-Cell did host many events over the year. Starting with ‘Areapreneur’. Properties with quirky characteristics. Participants had to estimate the value according to the positive
and negative values. This was for the first round and there were participants from all the streams, i.e., BMS,
BAMMC, BScIT, and BAFTNMP. For the next round, the participants had to analyzthe state and value of the
company according to the characteristics that were mentioned.
The second event was a 10-day long game, where each committee was given a particular day on which they
had to perform. On the 15th of September, E-Cell and Women’s Development Cell merged and participated
in the Hookstep Challenge and Charades. Up next is the ‘Clue Express’, this event is similar to “mystery
room”. Each participant was given six password-protected pdf documents and they were given clues and
they had to crack a particular word which will be the password. The event helped activate the brain cells and
increased creativity and time management.
There was a speaker session, in collaboration with NMIMS’s E-Cell. Dr. Edward Yardeni, our speaker, and
the president of Yardeni Research Inc. The session was indeed beneficial for the ‘finance-oriented people.
‘Ek Junoon’ – Avantika Kampani, a teen budding entrepreneur, created an effective learning tool for
toddlers. She spoke about her passion and how she unfolded the extraordinary story of an extraordinary girl.
This session motivated us to think of our creative ideas for a start-up. The very first event of the academic
year was ‘Stock 11’. It was held online due to Covid-19. For the first round, participants had to depict the
names of the companies through emojis and send their responses in the chatbox, the person who answers
correctly first – gets a point. Three rounds were conducted, each participant was allocated a tagger and
there were stocks of the company, with their credit points listed on the screen. They had to choose 11 out of
24 listed stocks whose total sum of the credit points should be under 100. Participants had to jot it down and
send the same to their respective taggers. Before the first round, a news flash was put up which showed the
rise/fall of a stock.
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Depending on the news flash, they are allowed to switch their stocks; then later the change in credit points
of the companies were listed on the screen. The other 2 rounds were of the same kind. The participant with
the most points by the end of the 3rd round will be declared the winner! This event helped us hlearn how to
trade stocks, the analysis, and portfolio management.
The next grand event was ‘Dynasty’, there were a total of 2 rounds on 2 days. On day one, the first one was
a quiz round, participants were paired up and had to answer close to 15-20 questions, and those were
brainy and audio-visual ones related to companies and brands. The first one to raise their hand gets to
answer first, the one with the most points wins the round. The second round was a face-off round, a participant from each team came forward to choose a chit, which had brand/company names. Teams with rival
companies had to start a debate and defend their company. On the second day, the first round was ‘quirky
products’ each team had to pick a chit from a bowl full of chits with different product names in them. Each
team had to pitch their respective product to an investor panel, like Shark Tank!
They had to consider the usefulness of the product, set the pricing, quality and other features, and why their
product over others. In the second round, after they pitched their product, the participants had to make a
fun short act or a skit, or/and an advertisement.They had to choose a chit from the bowl having the names
of different Bollywood actors.Each team had to market the product they got in round 1 in the actor’s avatar,
using their hook steps, their style, or dialogues. This helped bring out some good laughs through the
creativity of the participants and helped enhance their debating skills too.
And last but not the least, the flagship event of E-Cell, ‘Bazaar-E-UPG’, wherein the students of UPG get
an opportunity to put up their small business stall and sell their products. It included many types of such
stalls, i.e., food, accessories, beverages, etc. there was a platform for an open mic too. This event was a
great success and helped young entrepreneurs strengthen their small businesses and build a network.
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Social Outreach Unit
A unit working towards reaching the unreached stratum of society and touching the untouched subjects, the
Social Outreach Unit of UPG College is a very driven committee, passionate about societal and environmental issues. The committee wishes to bring a change in the society. Helping people in need and raising awareness about them is their main goal. With the motto of “Be A Reason for Someone’s Smile”, the committee
works hard to achieve just that by conducting various events, activities, and donations. Every person that
wishes to give back to society is welcome to choose their best interests from the very distinct and amazing
departments that work towards the shared goal. All of this is made possible by the very special and determined Core Team that consists of President Saakshi Shah, who has a mind full of amazing and creative
ideas and is a diligent person one can always rely on Secretary, Samiksha Kala, lives up to her name by
being the amazing artist she is with a generous and patient heart always looking out for others. Both of them
are true leaders that all the Heads of Departments and members admire.
All the HODs are expert in their respective departments and know them inside out. They monitor, lead, train,
and manage the members to become the best and with their collective effort, every event and activity runs
smoothly. The core committee has 14 people - Events HODs Akshada Rengaonkar and Nisarg Savla,
whose ideating, planning, and execution make every event perfect; Projects HOD Husaina Petiwala and
Vanas Shah, who manage and execute year long initiatives with no errors; Editorials HODs Shreya Panchal
and Ikshita Sahay, who possess a strong passion for writing and their words are guaranteed to resonate
with your heart; Public Relations HOD Divija Mehta, who works hard to promote the events and ensures
maximum participation in them; Media Relations HODs Jasleen Kaur and Mahek Shah, who with their savvy
social skills promote the activities on various platforms; Graphics and Technical HODs Vaishvi Gada and
Dhwani Parekh, who are well-informed techies and eye-catching artists on whom you can rely on for
anything; Creatives HODs Devanshi Raghani, and Saloni Shah, who are filled to the brim with extraordinary
ideas and are masters of the DIYs, and Marketing HODs Arushi Khetan and Jasleen Kaur, who bring us our
lovely sponsors with their great communication and negotiation skills.
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‘Alone we can do little; Together we can do so much.’ With this ideology, members of SOU strive to educate
and spread awareness about various topics in the society. Topics related to the environment and society are
being touched upon along with mental health issues. They’ve conducted multiple fun and exciting events
such as Graphology, Doodle Detox and Dance, Giggle Gala, and Merry Making which were all a huge
success. This year, they’ve also conducted various social action projects like Stray Protected, Maskathon,
and Project Muskaan where all of them came together and did their best to give back to the society.
Moreover, they have also visited many NGOs where they spoke to some amazing people, played games
with them, danced with them, and educated them along with holding donation drives! Some of these events
are ‘Duao Bhari Diwali’ where an initiative to donate clothes and games to underprivileged children was
taken. This year, members also introduced many new topics and events to SOU like the project ‘Stray
Protected’, where they came together and fed food to many street animals for 30 days. They had also
conducted events on gender equality and educated people about the novel Coronavirus through their social
media handles.
Recently, they also started their own YouTube channel where they post interesting videos and shorts to
spread awareness. Along with that, they are the very first committee to have a blog page for monthly educational and fun blogs. They also have their own LinkedIn account filled with a variety of posts revolving around
topics like Work-Life Balance, Health during the pandemic, Sustainable Businesses, and E-Courses. Additionally, they have a monthly newsletter ‘The Outreach Times’ that covers their monthly activities. Apart from
this, with an aim of respecting the nature and getting to know it better, they have their own little garden where
they plant fruits, vegetables, and flowers.

This year, they rejuvenated the garden. From painting pots and the garden walls to planting the various
seeds, members did it all together. The process lasted for 7 days, and several fun activities were included.
Members recycled plastic bottles by painting them and using them as pots for plants. Committee members
also made a DIY bird feeder with recyclable materials and installed it in the garden. There were many other
nature-friendly activities that were performed in the rejuvenation process.
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montage
Montage is the ‘moment-stilling’ committee of UPG College, aka the photography club of UPG Montage
captures almost everything that happens in and around the college campus. Montage has grown from a
team of few passionate photographers to a committee of 34 photographers glued together despite the offline
and online shift. Owing to the dedication of keen and hardworking members and the unfaltering guidance of
our teachers in charge, Professor Lokesh Tardalkar, and Professor Yatin Ingle, Montage has captured and
immortalized several events of the college.
This year under the leadership of President - Yukti Dedhia, Secretary and Head of Innovations - Ujjwal
Chouhan, Head of Operations - Himanshu Yesware, Head of Social media - Pooja Kotak, and Co-Heads of
Editors - Simran Pandit and Yash Joshi of Montage, the committee had blossomed into a force to be reckoned with.

Over the past years, Montage has been covering all the events of the college including festivals like Techvanza and Valor, workshops, academic seminars, special occasions like the E-Ganesha, Republic Day
celebrations, Fire Drill, Alumni Meet, along with events and programs organized by other commitees of the
college like UPG TEDX, Mauj-E-Manch, Bazaar-E-UPG, Izhaar, Maphazard, NSS Blood Donation, Project
Muskaan, and many more. This year has been a blend of both online and offline work, which allowed us to
explore and experiment with different genres of photography.
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Nevertheless, the team has been practicing different skill sets at home and on campus. This year we
had some memorable offline and online GBMs, workshops, and bonding sessions with photo walks
for a better understanding of the subject and a better tuning between the members. It has been a
perfect mix of ‘learn and fun’, two things that Montage represents. Montage has participated in many
photography-related competitions of college fests right from Kshitij to Umang and the committee has
even won quite a few.
Major highlights of this year: Usha Pravin Gandhi College’s first-ever Film festival Filmy Mela, Annual
day, Beach clean-up drive with Ek Sath Foundation by Pragya Kapoor. The members also experimented with Fashion Photography at the studio and Photo-walk at Kala Ghoda.
Each year Montage has grown as a team of focused and dedicated members that actively cover all
the events conducted by the college and other committees. Team Montage is looking forward to capturing every frame of college life and delivering the best footage on time as always and for the photographers to come to learn and have fun together.
Kudos to all our members for their hard work and enthusiasm throughout the year. Members of the
Montage team: Aayush Rangparia, Aditi Mishra, Akshat Kochar, Aryan Bhuta, Ashutosh Prasad,
Avtar Singh, Bhavya Modi, Drashti Maru, Falak Gor, Gunjan Chavan, Janvi Hirawat, Mahika Dave,
Neel Oza, Nikul Sandha, Nitya Kunnummal, Pratham Thakkar, Prathama Saini, Priyanshi Shah,
Priyata Kapoor, Ronit Mehta, Samiksha Kala, Shuubham Khona, Siddharth Chhatpar, Soham
Kaltharkar, Tanmay Rajpurkar, Tithi Joshi, Varun Mandon & Veeral Daga.
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Rotaract Club OF UPG
The Rotaract Club of SVKM’s UPG college, referred to as ‘RCUPG’, stands on its motto since day one.
Every year, the committee brings in new and exciting events for everyone to join in. The committee always
develops individually and brings in a change socially. This year the committee was headed by Trisha Shah
as the President, Anoushka Ebrahim as SAA and Vice President, Chirag Shah as theSecretary, and Uday
Hassanandani as the Human Resource Development Officer.
There is always a buzz in the college about their flagship event ‘Mauj- E- Manch’ and it was their 12th year
of the event this year. They conducted a successful event for the underprivileged children. The event lasts
for an entire day, where the enthusiasm of the Rotaractors and their belief in bringing a change has brought
in various workshops with fun activities for the children.
Though there was an uncertainty about whether everything would be normalized or not, but it did not affect
the strength of the committee. This year the committee had their event called Crime Travel whichwas to
evaluate the analytical and problem solving abilities. On NationalDoctors’ day, the members thanked our
frontline workers with a letter of appreciation for their relentless work. They conducted an event Go Green
on Instagram where they had spread awareness about saving trees and plants.
As social media is the rising medium of growing, the committee conducted a session called ‘Hacking the
Algorithm’ to increase the reach of content creators. Being a good listener and a good communicator are two
of the important soft skills and imbibing this at an early age is important. ‘Listenology’ and ‘Let’s Talk’ events
were conducted by the committee for students of the KDN Shruti School. To gain knowledge about sports
amongst youth, they had an event called ‘Olympic Trivia’. A habit of reading is crucial for the present and
future so the team of RCUPG collected books, story books, and novels for children. To bring in happiness
among the elderly people they visited an Old age home where they were overjoyed. They had a humanitarian week where they supplied food for the needy people. Through online mode they had a personal development session where they conducted debate in order to remove stage fear and understood about personal
branding.
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On animal welfare day an event was conducted for the animal awareness. We humans are the only reason
to throw litter and pollute our environment; the team cleaned the Mithi River. They have also worked with the
special task force helping them with the donation drive. They also had an event ‘Aarogyam’ where they
conducted health checkup for school students. Their events continue to go on with the unimaginable and
different events. The Rotaractors will always make sure that they always work for the betterment of the society. With the increasing social challenges, the committee will always be the first one to help the needy. It is
never a tedious work for them because their work says it all.
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ELOQUENCE
“My task, which I’m trying to achieve is by the power of the written word, to make you hear,
to make you feel, it is before all, to make you see.”

– Joseph Conrad

Having an aim of speaking and writing in an impactful, influencing, and inspiring way, UPG Eloquence gives
students a stage to listen, perform, and express themselves. Much more than just a committee, it consisted
of some extremely talented students who proved themselves in the field of public speaking. This year,
UPG’s Eloquence was led by President Sakshi Chandarana, whose leadership and guidance helped the
committee reach new heights throughout the year. Two of the strongest pillars of the committee were the two
Vice Presidents - Nikunj Pandya and Ganesh Rajbhar. They also had Meet Maru, who was the Advisory of
the committee. The core members were always on their toes and their hard work made every event
successful. The core included Prerna Kotecha and Siddhi Jain as co-HODs for Events, Mahek Mehta as the
HOD of Public Relations and Creative & Technicals, Osheen Akhlaq as the Content
HOD, and Fenil Songarwala and Ritvik Bhattacharya as the co-HODs for Marketing.

The committee organized events that revolved around different facets of public speaking, debates that
encouraged thinking on the feet, extempore events that brought out the best stories, and speaking competitions that brought out the best of the orators. The first offline event, this year, was ‘Hindi Mohatsav’ on September 14, 2021, on the occasion of Hindi Diwas. The event included dance performances and an open mic,
where several participants performed shayaris and poetries, while a few gave musical performances. In
association with the IQAC, the committee celebrated Gandhi Jayanti and Shastri Jayanti on October 2. Vice
President Nikunj Pandya hosted the event where the members and HODs shared their views on Gandhi Ji
and Shastri Ji, their ideologies, and their view of India. Faculty members also took part in the event.
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Eloquence also organized a Breast Cancer awareness campaign in November, in association with a community called ‘MAA2MOM’ to spread awareness about breast cancer. Members of the committee made
various videos and posts about breast cancer awareness which were further uploaded on the committee’s
Instagram handle.
Their flagship event, ‘Eloquence Premier League 2.0’, was a cricketing event where participants could build
their team and prove its worth in a debate. The event was hosted by President Sakshi Chandarana. With
‘Alfaaz’, which is a platform for budding poets to present their written pieces,various poems by the college
students were posted on the committee’s Instagram page.
UPG’s Eloquence also organized a workshop called ‘The Art Of Public Speaking& Confidence’, which was
conducted by Mrs. Nita Sunderaraju, who is a motivational
speaker and a manifestation coach. The workshop mainly focused on various tips and tricks of public
speaking. The committee also organized a workshop ‘Likhavat – Content Writing workshop’, which was
conducted by Ms. Aashvi Shah, who isn’t just an ex-student of UPG but also an ex-member of the committee.
The committee, on February 13, organized its online flagship event ‘Siyaasat’, which was all about debating,
conversing, and sharing one’s ideologies. The event consisted of three rounds namely, ‘Riyasat-e-saltana’,
‘Lok sammelan’, and ‘Sankat samadhan.’ The event ended on a very positive note and winners were awarded e-certificates.
The most awaited event of the year, Izhaar, came back to its glory after 2 years as it was held offline. Izhaar,
a stage where shayaris, poems, thoughts, and musical performances, all were welcomed, was held on
March 15, in the college’s studio room. The event was hosted by Nikunj Pandya and Meet Maru. There were
some amazing guest performers, teachers’ performances, student participants, and participants from
outside college. The principal, Dr. Anju Kapoor, also graced the event with her presence and motivated the
participants with her words of wisdom. The members at eloquence believe in celebrating their growth just
as much as their achievements. They believe in using the power of words to dazzle minds and move hearts.
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Drama Team
“I don't need a stage to perform. We just need something to stand on.”
-Travis Scott
A college dedicated to supporting and furthering different forms of art, Usha Pravin Gandhi boasts a vibrant
and active drama team. The UPG Drama Team is a place dedicated tohelping individuals learn about the
stage. It provides opportunities for students to learn about all the aspects of theatre like performing, writing,
direction, and production. There is a judgment-free zone for anyone who wants to emote, express, and
grow. UPGDT is a hierarchy-free structure with no core committee as it believes in the principle of learning
from each other.
When the academic year began, the world was still under the shadow of the pandemic. Therefore, the initial
few months consisted of online workshops. December onwards, after the college opened up for hybrid
mode, offline workshops began after over a year. The workshops started with a basic introduction to drama,
stage, and stage basics.Students learned the basics of performing various exercises like several exercises
to develop walking techniques, voice modulation, speech articulation, and facial expressions. Improvisation
exercises were also used to make the students more comfortable with letting their impulses take control.
Writing exercises like writing alternate endings to popular movies,creating a storyline for a basic premise
given to them, etc. were also conducted. The drama team participated in various fests throughout the year.
These included Mime and Mono Acting Performances in Umang, Mono Acting and Duo Play in Kshitij, and
Duo Drama and Monologue competitions in Vaayu.

The first major process of the year was in December when the team participated in Mood Indigo for StreetPlay and One-Act. Both the performances were written and directed by the students of the college. It was a
month-long process giving the team valuable insights in writing, performing, and production. Their Street
Play ‘Shiksha Ki Pratiksha’ won second place.
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The next performance was at Mumbai University’s Youth Festival, where members of the UPGDT achieved
massive success in Mono Acting and Mimicry. Shreyas Kansara secured the Zonal and State Gold in Mimicry while Utkarsh Yadav secured the Zonal Gold in Mono Acting and Qualified for the State Finals. Shreyas
Kansara also won the Mono Act competition in Estrade. In March, the team participated in Taarangan at
Thakur College, the first offline festival of the year. Performing the award-winning ‘Shiksha Ki Pratiksha’ in
the Street Play event, UPGDT secured 2nd place in the event.
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Women’s
Development CelL
A woman is powerful but what makes her weak is the current situation that she goes through in her life. Just
like the last year, this year the women development cell has not failed from its main aim to empower
women. The committee made sure that the society can be changed if they start spreading awareness,
beginning from the college itself. This year, the committee was headed by Dhrumi Shah as the Secretary
and Shruti Lohia and Sakshi Naik as the Joint Secretaries with the support of their team of 25 members.
As there was an upsurge of the Covid 19 cases, the Women Development Cell team made sure that they
should have at least one offline activity after the situation got better.
It became a bit restrictive for them, however they successfully conducted 10 college events, out of which 6
events were in collaboration with NGOs. On 6th July they had an interactive session on environmental
consciousness and sustainability where they had Dr. Mayur Vyas as the speaker. The session was very
interactive thanks to the presentations, animations, and various facts about atmosphere, which was a key
takeaway for all the children. With the increasing problems of PCOD amongst young girls, the committee
had a session about it where Dr. Monika Agarwal gave insights about the causes, precautions, and preventions of PCOD. Female hygiene was also discussed in the session. This year the committee had an interesting session about ‘How to be boss lady’, where they learned how to kick start their own business and
how social media is more impactful to create market for
their products.
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To express gratitude towards all women, the committee had an open mic session called ‘LAFZ’.The participants expressed their thoughts through their wonderful writings in Hindi, English, and Marathi. With increasing cases of harassment, the WDC had a gender sensitization seminar where the speaker spoke about the
types of harassment, its impact, its awareness, and how we can tackle any situation in the future. They also
held a slogan writing competition on self-love, gender sensitization, and ‘NO means NO.’ During the pandemic, people faced mental health issues that were rarely spoken about. Hence, a session was conducted
on mental health awareness, and it got concluded with the quote ‘IT’S OKAY TO NOT BE OKAY’.
The committee also had session called ‘How to be your own Valentine’ which was, as the name suggests,
about self-love. The speaker of the session was Ms. Anusha Parmeswara, who is a clinical psychologist by
profession. She taught the importance, benefits, and practicing of self-love. An interesting workshop was
conducted where the members learned about the gender discrimination in advertisements and competitions. The list of activities still continues as the committee constantly comes up with new ideas for women
empowerment. This is what makes WDC even more special. The committee always makes sure to treasure
their learnings from these sessions forever.
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DLLE
Department of Life-long Learning and Extension which is also called as “DLLE Committee” which is affiliated
with Mumbai University. The view of this committee is ‘Reach To Unreached’ and then believe it to be true.
They conduct some good activities for the society.
A “Beach Cleaning Activity” was carried out by the committee members which took place on 7TH August
2021. The view for this activity was that the students will get aware of the severity of the pollution caused to
our environment and become responsible regarding the surroundings and also educate to others about the
same .This activity was in collaboration with “Beach Warriors”. “Gift Of Life”, was the next event which was
held on 13th August 2021 (World Organ Donation). The reason for this event was that students learn the
importance of organ donation and to burst the myths about organ donation. It was being hosted by Preksha
Jiwani and our guest speaker Dr. Jimmy Gupta. It was an insightful and engaging seminar.
Up next, a mask donation drive was conducted on 15th August 2021 which was named “MASKATHON”. The
event was conducted on country’s 75th Independence Day. “MASKATHON” was conducted in collaboration
with Social Outreach Unit (SOU). Masks were distributed amongst the needy people so that they could keep
the Covid-19 virus at bay and stay safe.
The “Teacher’s Day Activity” on 5th September 2021 was held to show gratitude to the teachers, to show
them that students value them and to express how thankful they are for everything the teachers have done
for us. Personalized messages were sent to each and every faculty teaching at UPG college VIA email.
An event called “Swirl It Up” was carried out on 15th of September 2021 by the host Vinisha Hariarwala who
had introduced the guest, Aman Mehta, who is the First Authorised Zumba Instructor of Gujarat. Everyone
had fun for sometime where they forgot all their stress, work stuff and they danced with an open heart. He
was the most enthusiastic Zumba trainer we have ever met. The next event was “Spreading Smiles Through
Signs” which was conducted on 24th September. To increase one’s knowledge about language and to
improve the ability to communicate our view point to anyonewithout hassle were the two main objectives of
this event. This event was conducted on the zoom app.
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“Mind To Heart”, the next event was on 10th October. The workshop was exceptionally enlightening and
astonishing. Ms. Dakshita Sabharwal and Ms. Radhika Goel helped them understand, how our Mental
Health is important and how one should take care with some fun activities. This engaging and fun session
helped the students to get a break from theirnday-to-day plan and get some time for themselves.
World Vegan Day was celebrated on 1st November 2021 with an objective to learn more about nutrition,
cooking, and improving our health as well as diet and for the knowledge about nutrients from plants. Surviving and Thriving was the next activity done on 7th November 2021 by this committee. The objective was to
become aware about the severity of cancer and to become
responsible about their choices and lifestyle. This session was taken by Dr. Rekha Arya (MBBS,MD Radiation oncologist) and a cancer specialist. She taught about the different types of cancer, symptoms of cancer,
prevention of cancer , etc. There was a children’s day event named UDAAN was held in Kandivali on 16th
November 2021. The objective was to celebrate children’s day with the unprivileged kids, teaching them
about children’s day and making their’s special. There was an another event named Win For The Women
which was conducted on 25th November 2021. This event was conducted in order to know about facts and
figures of violence against women and to know about various laws which are there in India to protect women
and their interests. The next activity was conducted on 18th December 2021, named “Love Yourself Campaign”, the main objective was to love and accept your true self through various activities such as ‘Burst the
Myths’, ‘Visual Imagery’, ‘Boundary making’, etc. Overall it was a fun, informative and successful workshop.
On 25th December 2021, X-mas X-citement was carried out in order to know the importance of giving and
humanity and love toward our loved ones and other people. It was a small effort taken by DLLE members
to make a person make happy the another by feeding animals or gifting our loved ones ,etc. There was also
a fun activity Bingo having few questions about the things we did on Christmas like making a wish to Santa
and so on.There was a Social Media Activity For Girl Child Day which was carried out on 24th January 2022.
It was conducted on Instagram. The objective of this was to support girls, save and respect girl child as she
is future of our family and also of our society and creating an awareness about stop discriminating between
girls and boys. There was an event called Valentine Sandwich conducted on 14th February 2022 which was
conducted offline and with an objective of spreading love by donating sandwich to the needy ones on valentine’s day. It was an amazing and full of memories Valentine’s Day and it was spent well.
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NSS
On June 26, 2021, the NSS unit organized an insightful webinar on drug-free India. It encouraged us about
anti-drug awareness and prevention through zoom and youtube live. The speaker for the activity was a
music therapist and a motivational counsellor. He told us how we have been pressurised to be the best in
society and people who are not able to cope with it end up taking drugs. He boosted the confidence of his
audience by saying they just have to become the best version of themselves and be satisfied with the work
they do. Later he talked about how we should not stigmatize the victims coming out from rehab. The study
shows that 78% of people take twice as many drugs after coming out from rehab because of their anger
towards people who taboo them. Later he talked about dopamine (Happy Hormone) as the reason for
taking drugs which can be replaced with our hobbies our favourite food etc. He shared some stats that
80% of marijuana that we get is fake and 20% of it is mixed with cow dung and hay. Lastly, he advised us
to not complicate our lives and it's a beautiful journey, be happy with what we have and anything that
creates fear, just face it. The activity ended successfully.
The second activity NSS Unit organized on June 30, 2021, was a social sensitization activity among the
unit's volunteers itself. The topic of the discussion was ‘Should animal testing be banned or not?’ The
volunteers made some informative and thought-provoking arguments based on the topic given. All the
volunteers were divided into pairs and were asked to prepare the arguments for or against the motion.
After giving a speech of a minute or two there was an open round tor cross-questioning the presenters.
After the whole debate, a group discussion was done wherein the volunteers had to put forward their
honest opinions without any boundaries for or against the motion. Each volunteer did their research very
well and made some great arguments. Another activity was the university activity on July 2, where the NSS
unit attended a webinar based on the education system of Mumbai University. The host began by answering the questions based on online studying which included questions like how long this online teaching will
last, when will colleges open, how will we get quality education in practical fields, are we capable of using
technology at this level for online studying, provision of required facilities like smartphone and laptop, etc.
then he talked about various leads taken by University to overcome issues like power failures, Network
issues, as well as the duties assigned to a teacher when it comes to online education which included
career counselling for students, etc. On July 3, 2021, plastic waste management activity was conducted
where the NSS unit organized an interesting webinar on Plastic Waste Management. Adv. Cassandra
Mendonsa Nazareth started the session by letting the audience know beforehand that plastic products
have become an intrinsic part of our life and it would be very difficult to eliminate their usage so we as
responsible citizens have to choose and use our products wisely. Later it was concluded we can't stop
using plastic products effectively immediately, but we can use and dispose of them wisely. The activity
ended successfully.

On July 5, a bird feeder-making activity, and on July 7 yoga session with an old age home has been
planned which turned out great. Activities like wellness and lifestyle (society upliftment), winning mind
battles, and feeding drive (July 10 to July 17) also took place. Amazing efforts were shown by NSS for the
uplifting of society and a better environment. Other activities such as clean energy source, line of fire webinar, clean and green, Kargil Vijaygatha, and health talks (hepatitis-101) were conducted. Feminine
hygiene was also given importance. A special activity was conducted for it on July 20, 2021. The NSS unit
organized a webinar on feminine hygiene and menstrual hygiene via a zoom meeting. Our guest speaker
was Alankrita Pandey who made us aware about made us aware about how important feminine hygiene is
and how one should use menstrual cups. In the session it was clarified all the misconceptions that any
woman or man would have in their mind.
The NSS unit organized the most awaited flagship event Blood-Donation Camp in collaboration with Lion's
Club of Millennium and Nayar hospital. Blood-Donation began with the preparation of invites posters and
a photo booth by our volunteers 2-3 days before the main event with all Covid-19 protocols. The camp was
organized on the college campus and began on a positive note. They had all types of the crowd from
professors to shop-workers, youths, parents, etc. They had a team of 22 doctors who constantly worked
hard and were there to take the at-most care of every donor. When a willing donor comes to donate, he/she
has to get herself registered and go to the waiting room and were given a stomach-filling meal. After eating
they get themselves checked and if they are found fit, they can donate blood. After donating the donor was
given a meal again so that they can regain their energy.
The whole event went smoothly with a smile on every volunteer’s face, as well as donors, faces because
they were able to contribute from their side a piece of happiness to the needy by this small gesture. The
75th independence day celebration and ‘Mission Swachh’ were also condiments in August. Members of
NSS have also given their hand in the admission procedure as assistance. NSS committee showed a lot
of hard work and dedication for the upliftment of the environment and towards contributing to making the
world a better place to live.
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Incubation –
Where knowledge met
curiosity… - Alok Parekh and Pritha Vashishth
o ou are blemished by the pendulum of society which
strikes every time you try to break the line. The cacophony behind it screeches because they want to see you under the set rules. Have you ever asked the question, ‘but
why?’”, a half-bald man with greasy eyebrows said.

Ridges started developing on his forehead as he stood
searching for hand raise in the class. He pulled the coal-black
sleeves from his right wrist to the elbow as he grabbed the
bottle from his table. “So... your name first”, he pointed at
a frizzy-haired guy whose hand hung high up in the air. “Arhat...I want to be a scriptwriter but sometimes it’s hard. Family
and all but...” “you have to do what you want to do”
A girl with a heart-shaped face completed. “RaajLaxmi” she
pronounced as the lecturer’s gaze shifted from the lean boy
to her. “And I think the air conditioner is not working properly” two slender-looking boys were giggling at the right-most
corner of the room. Their disoriented hair made them look
identical.
“There is always a defined path if you want to be a doctor or
an engineer but there is no such course for us that gives a
guarantee.” The one wearing glasses among the two said.
The teacher lowered and then rose his head briefly signaling
his approval for what was just said. He plodded to the whiteboard and wrote --ART— Dimple on his left cheek deepened
as he beamed at the students. “Until and unless the artist
gets camouflaged in the art, the journey doesn’t end. Good
evening my young fellows, my name is Mohinder Pratap
Singh, and I will be teaching you scriptwriting. Let’s start with
our first class on Media Incubation”

In early January 2022, a notice was circulated to every group
of Usha Pravin Gandhi College. The message started with the
introduction of --MEDIA INCUBATION LAB— which was an
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artistic course to garnish
college students. At an
operational level was
responsible for nurturing
innovative ideas. This
was supposed to be
done by hand holding
the students through
the business proposal
stage, identifying the
target market, creating a
minimum viable product/
service, and technological guidance. Over time
students were envisaged
to complete a hundred
hours of sessions to earn
four credits.
“It’s worth your time.
They are not asking
for much anyways two
classes a week. I must
say a filmmaker should
enroll in it” Amir said
when asked about the
new program provided
by the college. “Teachers have said that they
will give a budget for
the movie which we are
supposed to make at the
end. Who knows if they
liked it, they might even
commercialize it.” He
added while balancing
the weight of the bag
on his arms. The corridor stood empty with
white marble on the floor
soothing the time in the
clock. The clock ticked
5:15...5:16...5:20 and as
we paced towards the
Pre-production room it
was already 5:30 pm.
That’s that as far as
those lectures are concerned. Now there’s
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something you need to be told about these guest lecturers,
these experts, these geniuses known for their artistic wizardry. Mohinder Pratap Singh, as you already know by now, is a
scriptwriter/screenwriter. But that’s not all that he knows. He is
the jack of all trades! He is a producer at Rock n Roll Pictures,
having produced ‘Gulf Oil,’ a short in 2014, and ‘H2SO4,’ a
feature film which he has not only produced but written and directed too at the same time. He has 15 credits to his name as
a writer, having worked as a writing associate on M.S. Dhoni:
The Untold Story. His most prominent works include Happi, Ek
Tha Bhujang, and Chehere: A Modern Day Classic.

ME

Students of our esteemed college had the privilege to attend
lectures of Chehek Bilgi, who is an extremely talented cinematographer. You would be able to relate more with her since she
belongs to Mumbai, just like many of us.
Chehek Bilgi is a cinematographer based in Mumbai who
works on feature films, documentaries, fiction films, music
videos, and corporate and commercials. Whistling Woods
International granted her a Diploma in Cinematography, while
PDPU's School of Liberal Studies awarded her a Diploma in
International Relations. She received a cinematography award
from the Southern Shorts Award in Georgia, the USA, for her
Stop Motion Film- Religion for Dummies.
She works with the United Nations Major Group of Children
and Youth (UNMGCY) on Advocacy for Women, Youth, and
Children as well as developing visual and digital content on
a variety of topics including climate change, gender identity,
energy, and water. She has traveled extensively throughout
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India and beyond to
engage in cross-cultural encounters and gain
a better understanding
of people, their environments, and their
lifestyles.

40 festivals around the world,
including the Global University Film Awards, and have
screened at festivals in Brazil,
Prague, Singapore, Indonesia,
Morocco, Croatia, and other
countries.

Sen's daughter) debut
short film Suttabaazi.
He has also worked on
Zoya Akhtar's portion
of Ghost Stories (2020)
for Netflix, as well as T
for Taj Mahal (TBD).

Last, but not least,
award-winning filmmaker Kabeer Khurana
emblazoned our college
premises and gave us
his insightful views and
lessons on the screenplay. Kabeer Khurana is
a 15-time international
award-winning director
who has been nominated for Filmfare. Apart
from winning awards in
Italy, the United States,
and Ukraine, his films
have been selected for
screening at more than

Karma Cafe, his 2019 short film
starring Amole Gupte, was selected as one of Candid Tech's
Top 15 Indian Short Films and
Top 87 Shorts (by WebShorts).
Of 650 films, Dali (2020) received the top honor of the
Audience Choice Award at the
Flatlands International Dance
Film Festival in Illinois (USA).
Hangout (2020) is now available
on Disney+ Hotstar and Amazon
Prime in the United States and
the United Kingdom.

Although these lectures
will help us gain those
four valuable credits, it
must be stated this is
far, far more precious
and treasured. To be
learning and interacting
with some of the best
people in the industry
has been a delightful
experience. One can
only hope that we can
cherish the limited time
we can get to spend
with these masters and
veterans.

He is also renowned for his
role in Renée Sen's (Sushmita
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- Juhi
Manjrekar

"You don't love
someone for their
looks, or their
clothes or their fancy car, but because
they sing a song
only you can hear."
-Oscar Wilde

I once dreamt of running in a field with a
friend, till she abandoned me. We don’t
talk anymore but I still
dream of her. There
are times when I forget
what I had for dinner
but I still dream of people I’ve never known.
It is said that the brain
registers every single
face we’ve seen and
maybe that is why I
dreamt of a person I
don’t speak to. Perhaps, it’s because our
mind is like a graveyard
of unburied things;
memories of people
that we have lost and
memories of broken
relationships and
friendships. Isn’t that
what makes us human?
Swimming in the ocean

of new-found habits, of things that
were once yours, while unknowingly dancing in the silhouettes of
grief.

Our mind is like a mason jar of
tiny notes, some that are left by us
to carve all the little details of art
we see within and through people,
some that are left by others with a
sliver of their being, hoping to find
you like the silver lining to their
cloud. We unknowingly adorn the
beauty of others as we relate them
to inanimate things that we lay life
into as the soft mist of vanilla still
lingers on the cardigan that was
long borrowed from your beloved.
That one small skip of your heart
when you see a scribbled annotation in a book that once belonged
to someone who befriended you
through faint marks of lead and
stained pages of a novel.
A tainted daughter asked her
mother if she likes her, “I love
you” she said; “but do you like
me?” and silence followed. When
mothers pour parts of themselves
into their children, painting them
with iridescent traits of their own.
When mothers are unable to express affection, they oil your hair,
cut you fruits, and let you sleep in
their lap. I see my mother in oiled
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braids and soft hums; I see her
hazel eyes looking for my curly
hair as she left my hand in a busy
supermarket. I see myself as my
mother’s independent daughter
but I am also part of her when I
shed tears in her name after a
fight. I am made of my father’s
care but I am also a part of him
when it is my voice that resonates with rage along with his.
We show love in the forms of
spilled ink and wilted flowers, the
scribbled heart on your hand that
isn’t completely washed away
still reads letters of the presence
of that one friend who marks
you with a love that words can’t
affirm. Flowers in hair and flare
in eyes as everyone is smushed
together to get the perfect picture
to forever etch memories in their
mind, when new phones erase
old photographs but wilted flowers still remind you of wholesome
laughter and ripples of water and
bathing in sunlight.
The Iliad sang the tale of two
heroes that died for each other;
one an exile who fought in the
disguise of Achilles, and the other who died avenging the death
of an exile who once tended to
the wounds of his wrath. Patroclus shone brightly as he fought
in his lover’s armor, melting
into the iron that was once clad
by the greatest warrior. Homer
described their love as the purest
form of friendship, which is ethereal in its way, but their love was
as perfect as the symphony of
a lyre and more, and the ashes
that lay in the urn morph into one
as two souls walk to the underworld with their hearts intertwined
within the other.
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A father grieved as
Icarus flew towards his
destruction; mythology
wrote Icarus as a being
who had fallen prey to
ambition and greed.
If only they saw it as
love through his eyes.
Icarus saw something
so bright that he wanted to engulf his wings
with something so
greater than himself,
eventually turning him
into stardust. At that
moment Icarus became
Apollo’s first love, a
love so fierce that it
became a part of the
muddy earth as its ashes flew upon the sun. A
love that asked not just
for a sacrifice but also,
a soul.

We engrave people in
our memories, reminiscing borrowed words
from conversations at
dawn, and storing pieces of them in the crevices of our skin, morphing into an enigma of all
the stolen habits, sleepless nights, and rainy
days. And as the days
end, we lie beneath the
brine and look up at the
stars, resting in the cold
earth as the ones did
before us, and as we
leave our imprints, we
somehow all become
incessant parts of each
other, reveling in the joy
of all those things that
once made us human

Trouble
letting go
of stuff?
- Sanskriti Sharma

I can

re
late
It's about how
the process
of minimizing
can give us a
true
sense of
freedom.

While the West is on
its way to minimalism,
Indians are progressing towards consumerism. Okay, don't be
scared of these words.
Let me simplify them
for you. First, let's
see what do we know
about minimalism. So
after intensive reading for about twenty
minutes, I got to know
that Minimalism is
about the philosophy
that 'less is more'.

The popular but
incorrect definition of minimalism is to be a
minimalist, you
have to have
less than 100
50

100 things, you can't
have a car or a big
house, you have to
travel the world and
your clothing should
be basic, not too many
colors. While this idea
can be a turn-off for
most of us, the true
meaning of minimalism isn't. Minimalism is
defining what matters
in our lives and buying the stuff that adds
value to it. It is about
getting rid of the stuff
that we don't need.
It's about conscious
buying and simplifying
our lives. I see minimalism as a religion. It

invested in their relationships, passion, or
experiences. Minimalism stands for living
a debt-free life, giving more time to our
But why minimalism?
family, choosing qualWell, minimalism helps us get
ity over quantity, and
rid of all the things that we do
giving life meaning.
not need, and it is much more
It's quite simple, the
than just materialistic stuff. It's
lesser stuff you buy,
about anything and everything
the lesser debt you
that clutters our life, our state
have. When we get
of mind, or even our devices.
When humans buy a lot of stuff, rid of things, they get
they become dependent on that replaced with human
stuff, and they are no longer ca- interactions, healthy
relationships, and
pable of living their life without
it. They add meaning to it. They genuine happiness.
get attached to it, and ultimately Since you buy less,
you have spare cash.
they give the materials in their
life, the energy they should have So you can buy quality
and have all the exis personal to an individual, and
though it has a general motto, it
can be different for every person.

But why
minimaLism?

periences you always
wanted to have.
I recently heard about
digital minimalism.
It's about the digital
clutter that we hoard
and the number of
applications we install.
Minimalism is also a
trend when it comes to
design. The less cluttered the design will
be, the more attractive
it will look. When decluttering can improve
a design, or a device,
imagine its impact on
our lives.

the citizens there have long
lived the consumerist life and
are now coming out of it. On the
other hand, India is progressing towards consumerism due
to exposure to shopping malls,
cheaper technology, and hightech appliances. Indians are
looking for happiness in 'things'.
The common beliefs such as
'what are we earning if we can't
buy this? we are working to
live a comfortable life then why
shouldn't we spend? success is
defined by our lifestyle and the
luxuries in our life' drive us more
towards maximalism which
simply means 'more is more.

Minimalism is also
good for the environment because when
we aren't attracted to
cheap stuff and the
abundance of everything, we create less
waste. We leave lesser
carbon footprints and
even manage to live a
zero-waste life. So it's
a buy 1 get 1 scheme,
oh sorry, we're talking
about minimalism, I
shouldn't have said
that.

Today Indians might not be exactly minimalists, but that might
not be true for people living
here a couple of decades ago.
Indians have continued practicing the recycle, reuse and
reduce pattern even today. We
have focused more on saving
than spending and only buying
what's necessary. Although, the
present-day scenario is kind of
different. People are now hoarders. They tend to collect things
and just don't want to let go.

The popularity of Minimalism as a lifestyle
is on the rise in the
West. They have started coming out of the
consumerist culture.
Consumerism is the
dependence on products and services. As
most countries in the
West are financially
developed countries,

NOW HERE
COMES THE
FINAL
QUESTION.....
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We don't let go of the
clothes we don't wear
anymore or the books
that we don't read or
have read, the shoes
we don't wear, and the
things we hardly used
in 3 years. People
are hoarders due to
mainly three reasons.
The first is the attachment that they have to
things. Secondly, when
people are successful,
they believe they can
buy anything, which
they can afford obviously, and so they just
buy even if it doesn't
add value to their lives.
If it's cheap enough
to buy, why should we
rent it, right?
Even the slightest
inconvenience pushes
us towards consumerism. And lastly, the
thought that 'I am not
using it today, but I
might need it tomorrow. So, throwing it
would be a waste of
money is a final blow
to minimalism, because let's confess,
there's a whole bunch
of things that we don't
use, ever.
Now, here comes
the final question....,
should we turn into
minimalists then? Well,
I am not asking anyone
to give up the things
they want in life, but
we can at least give

up the things they want in life,
but we can at least give up the
things that we don't need in our
lives. The things that are rotting
away at our place might be of
some use to someone, so why
not donate them? We all don't
need to go strictly by the rules
of minimalism. We don't even
have to be minimalists. Just
some changes in our lifestyle
would be enough to add value
to our lives and make our planet
a better place. The more we'll
buy, the more we'll throw, thus
creating an enormous amount of
waste. While eliminating all the
things that we don't need might
sound intimidating, getting rid of
some things might be helpful.
I have talked about minimalism
and its benefits, but I know the
path to it isn't easy. Minimalism
might be something we want,
but does our partner want the
same things, is our family okay
with it, and will we be able to live
a minimalistic life? These questions are hard. If I give my example, I am neither a minimalist nor
a consumerist. I lie somewhere
in between. I don't hoard, but
I do need my pair of sneakers.
I want to drive a mustang one
day, but I don't want a luxurious
house. Just define minimalism
for yourself and don't let anyone
tell you 'this is not minimalism'.

- Vanshika
Raigaga.

A

aj ki taaza
khabar, aaj
ki taaza
khabar,
sutron se
jaankari mili hai ki 'Lag

Ja Gale' ka naya remix aane
wala hai by the brother-sister
duo Neha and Tony Kakkar". We
saw this flashing on our television screen, and this line somehow managed to ruin a beautiful
Sunday morning. This is a secret, 'Lag Ja Gale' is an emotion
for my parents, it was playing in
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the background when
my parents danced
together for the first
time. They think I
don't know this, but I
do! And so, we started talking about this
breaking news.

The songs from the
60s were always
there for our parents like a sister,
or a brother, or
their muchloved toy
and so
they're
used to
listening to
those.
They
were
present
when
those
memorable
songs were
recorded and
released, and
no one would like
to see someone ruin
something they were
present for. Now,
someday if a person
comes up with a new
remix of my favorite
song, I’ll be exasperated and think did
we need a remix of a
song that I love.
He made a point, he
said these songs are
somehow connected
to us in the form of
our memories, like,
how we went out to
watch a movie and
what took place while
listening to it, they’re
so connected to their
memories that, even a
small change makes
them think why this

song was so special. When they
listen to a particular song, they
automatically remember the special moments connected to the
song, that's how they remember
their things. When the modern
generation, remixes any song
there are thousands of people
who might think now that they’ve
ruined this song how do I connect
to my memories, will it even be
the same. I have a special song
and in the next 10 years, if they
decide to remix it, I won’t be able
to connect to it, the remix itself
is so different from the original,
of course, the original song was
significant to that part of my memory and now I don't feel the same
about that song.
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My father kept another
point to snap me back
into reality. The
lyricists, music
producers,
singers, etc.,
back in the
day were
at a peak
with their
creativity, and
they’ve
made
meaningful
songs
like Ae
Mere
Watan Ke
Logon, Lag
Ja Gale, and
many more.
Lyricists like Anand
Bakshi, Gulzar Saab,
and many more wrote
very meaningful and
deep songs for us,
they are hard for us to
understand, but we do
listen to them when we
want to connect to the
older generation. We
listen to those when
we want to run away
from the songs that are
released currently.
The creativity of a
person cannot be set
into a box, lyricists will
have different styles,
and singers will have
different ranges. The
new age music industry
is under a lot of pressure as there are many
films, albums, web
series, etc., releasing

every week, or let’s say
every month, they don’t
get ample time to think
about one song like
they did in the old days.
Back then they used to
screen 3-4 big banner
films a year, imagine!
When you tune into or
take a look into DD's
archives you will find the
old interviews with singers, and music producers, if you listen to those
carefully, you'll notice
they'd always have
stories related to how
they came up with their
songs. Some of those
interviews have the
segment where they've
mentioned that they
met up with the lyricist,
they could not click, or
could not find rhyming
words for the lyrics but
suddenly they observed
a scene and came up
with the tune or the
whole song and then
told the director about it
and that's how that song

was made
and is a hit
now. Nowadays, they
don't have
that kind of
time, and
it is happening very
fast. We
have more
than 15
big banner
films every
year.
It takes a
big team
of people
to create
any kind of
song, art
direction,
set direction, and
recording
of every song is a process in itself.
This tells us that they'll go to any
length to present a song. I believe
we cannot think that we will get
the same kind of songs as our
parents did, of course, this is the
modern age. We have a difference
in songs, the difference in the
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creativity of people, we
here cannot compare
anyone's creativity, but
we can say that due
to lack of time people
want to get over with
things and I believe that
is the reason why more
and more of old songs
are being remixed
during these times to
keep up with the pace.
We then put an end
to this discussion and
somehow saved our
Sunday, but the new
remix is something we
will not be listening to.
We have a memory
connected to it, and we
choose not to ruin it.

PROMISED
NEVER
LAND OF
ANIME
- Farzin Dalal

B

What is Anime?

Anime is hand-drawn and comeyond 12 months puter-generated animation origiwe humans have nating from Japan. In Japan and
in Japanese, anime describes all
been
pressured into confid- lively works, regardless of fashion or origin. However, outdoor
ing
Japan, anime is colloquial for
ourselves in our
Japanese animation and refers
houses through the
especially to animation propandemic
duced in Japan.
As a result, we have
Typical anime topics or genres
welcomed with open
consist of Ninja and different
palms, one of the
martial arts; the supernatural or
maximum addictive
horror story; the romance; and
hobbies of any home:
technological know-how fiction
Binge watching
consisting of robots and aeriComcast stated that
al ships. Foils for the primary
the common family
characters, consisting of robots,
has become
consumers of content monsters, or simply undeniable
around eighthours and terrible people, regularly lack
the doe-eyed quality.
greater each week,
midst of Covid-19’s
Earlier in 2021, Attack on Titan
first global spike.
become the maximum in-call for
That brings us to the
biggest industry in Ja- the show, now no longer simply
pan supplying content anime however shows, airing
worldwide, an extraordinary feat
to us: Anime.
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for anime and worldwide Japanese media

THE TOUGH
REALITY
OF BEING
AN
ANIMATOR

But whilst anime as
an enterprise soar, the
people and animators
who maintain stated
enterprise running
in the back of the
scenes, are arguably
worse off than ever.
Anime’s outward
achievement conceals
an annoying underlying financial reality:
Many of the animators at the back of the
onscreen magic are
broke and face running situations that
could result in burnout
or even suicide. The

anxiety among a ruthless enterprise shape
and anime’s inventive
idealism forces animators to go through exploitation for the sake
of art, and passion.
Despite the anime
enterprise bringing
in over $21 billion in
2019, in step with
The Association of
Japanese Animations
ballot of animators, for
his or her- on common- workday of 12
hours, quite a number
already now no longer
to be scoffed at, 50%
felt that their wages
had been inadequate
in comparison to
those paintings they
placed in.

Tetsuya Akutsu,
who was the head
animator on episodes of shows
like Darling in the
Franxx and Made
in the abyss, he
claimed to earn
approximately 17k to 46k in
12 months, as a
head animator.
Plenty of time he
has to dedicate,
day by day to the
process and the
financial instability, he recognizes

that “it’s not possible to
get married or have kids”
as an animator in Japan.
And even Akutsu, as overworked and underpaid as he
is, is frankly, one of the fortunate ones. He is what's called a
“Genga man”, the greater famed,
normally freelance animators
who get employed to paintings
on key episodes or scenes.
This is contrasted through the
“Douga man”, access degree animators who paint body through
the body to attach the ones key
illustrations together. For them,
Akutsu’s mere revenue of as
much as 45000 is an absolute
dream.
Shingo Adachi, an animator and
individual designer for Sword
Art Online, a famous anime TV
collection, stated the expertise
scarcity is an extreme ongoing problem — with almost two
hundred lively collections on my
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own made in Japan
every year, there
aren’t sufficient professional animators to
head around. Instead,
studios depend on a
huge pool of basically
unpaid freelancers
who're captivated
with anime.

American animator dwelling
and operating in
Japan informed
BuzzFeed News
he has been
hospitalized on
more than one
instance because
of an infection
introduced via
way of means of
exhaustion.
One studio, Mad-

house, turned into currently accused of violating the hard work code: Employees
had been operating almost four hundred hours according to month and went 37
consecutive days without a day off. A male animator’s 2014 suicide turned into
categorized as a work-associated incident after investigators determined he had
labored extra than six hundred hours per month.
Part of the motive studios uses freelancers, in order that they don’t want to fear
approximately the exertions code. Since freelancers are impartial contractors,
groups can put in force grueling time limits while saving cash with the aid of using now no longer imparting benefits.
Dachi agreed. “Honestly, I might now no longer advocate it … it’s a pyramid structure, in which many at the lowest paintings to assist some on the top. I don’t see
a vivid future.” The debate over the industry’s economics rages on, regularly on
Twitter. A partial answer may be for worldwide studios to gain back the installed
cultural norm and offer anime studios identical budgets as Western studios.
Another version may be permitting animators to keep the rights to their drawings
and earn royalties.
Animators are bearing an almost insupportable burden for the sake of superbly
hand-drawn television. For the sake of fluffy pancakes, lush sundown landscapes,
and adventures throughout time, space, genre, and culture. Behind every Pikachu’s thunderbolt or Tokyo Ghoul’s mask, for the entirety you watch and love,
animators pay the price. Yet

they draw on.
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How cricket
delved in the
veins of India
– Jash Hirani

“Dhoni finishes off in
style. A magnificent
strike into the crowd.
India lifts the World
Cup after 28 years.
The party starts in the
dressing room and
it’s the Indian captain
who has been absolutely magnificent in
the night of the final.”,
former cricketer Ravi
Shastri and the commentator at the moment gave words to
millions of emotions
after the Indian captain, Mahendra Singh
Dhoni-led the Indian
team to triumphant victory on 2nd April 2011.

Yuvraj was already celebrating the
victory before the ball landed in
the stands on the other end while
Dhoni held his pose gazing at the
ball and a wave of jubilance exhibited from the Wankhede stadium to
every corner of the nation.
India winning the 2011 ODI cricket World Cup still captivates the
hearts of millions of Indians even
today after 11 years. In Mumbai,
the victory was prompted by people
coming onto the streets with the
tri-color flag chanting “Bharat Mata
Ki Jai” & “Vande Mataram”. The sky
was glittering with resplendent fireworks and people dancing joyously
onto the streets of Mumbai with
dhols and nagadas turning the city
into a mega-congregation venue.
Similar picturesque events took
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place that evening after the glorious victory
in many parts of India.
The game was celebrated as a religion
lauding and praising
the Indian team as
they were the Gods of
the game. But how did
the game gain such
popularity in the minds
of the Indian people?
An offshoot of colonialism in India, have
the Indians endeared
the game so much?
During the colonial
era, there was a clan
of British loyalists in
India comprising of
a few Hindu princely

states, affluent Muslim
enthusiasts, enterprising Parsis, and wealthy
businessmen who joined
hands with their colonial
masters and savored the
game along with them.
The Parsis initially were
the first ones to form the
Oriental Cricket Club-the
first cricket club in India
in 1948. As colonialism
strengthened its roots in
India, so did the game
of cricket, and India in
the early 1900s sent her
team to the heart of the
empire, England.

were defeated by Indians at their
own game, on their land with the
emergence of iconic players like
Sunil Gavaskar and Gundappa Vishwanath. The game was
won under the captaincy of Ajit
Wadekar. The game later gained
a massive acquaintance in the
minds of Indians, when the country brought the World Cup home
in 1983 under the captainship of
Kapil Dev beating one of the most
ferocious teams of that time, the
Windies. Being the underdogs of
the game hitherto, winning the
ODI World Cup against the brutal
West Indian team was the greatest
achievement in the history of Indian cricket. A triumph on England
The team was composed soil, the Lord’s stadium in London
of prominent Indian
was filled with Indian fans as India
personalities like Ranwas declared the victors of the
jitsinhji and Duleepsinhji game. And exactly 28 years later,
whose initial names are the folklore repeated.
still used today in India
for National tournaments, After the ‘83 accomplishment,
Ranji Trophy and Duleep some of the greatest players were
Trophy and that’s how
produced from the cradle of crickcricket laid its foundation et in India. Talented Indian crickin the subcontinent. It
eters like Sourav Ganguly, Rahul
was in 1971 when the
Dravid, VVS Laxman, and the God
former colonial masters
of Cricket; Sachin Tendulkar ruled

the game. These players created a benchmark for the coming
generations for how
the gentlemen’s game
should be played. It
could be said that the
glorious time for India
in cricket had begun
with the emergence
of the world-class
captain and the wicket-keeper batsman,
Mahendra Singh Dhoni. The game further
captivated the hearts
of young and old Indians with the advent
of the greatest league
in the world for cricket, The Indian Premier League. People
across the world have
been cherishing the
league so much that
the country is hosting
the 15th season of the
championship.
As the game allured
an extensive fan
following from the

subcontinent, it also
brought some miscreants to the sport. The
gentlemen’s game
was blemished by
match-fixing in both,
the domestic and the
ICC tours and tournaments. Many prime
players like Sreesanth
were blacklisted from
the sport. Even for
once the captain of the
Indian team, Muhammad Azharuddin wasn’t
exempted. Court proceedings had been carried out against Azharuddin for the alleged
charges of match-fixing
and were later banned
for a lifetime. But, the
gloomiest time in the
history of cricket is yet
to be mentioned.
Let’s roll back to the
era when Kapil Dev
was spearheading the
Indian Cricket Team
and link the game with
the political status quo
of that time. Just after
lifting the World Cup
for the first time, the
country was rejoicing in
the triumphant victory
against the Windies
until they were invited
for a match in their
homeland in Kashmir.
Taking the field on the
first international match
at Sher - i - Kashmir,
Srinagar, the Indian team anticipated
huge support from
their home ground.
But it was something
extremely contrasting

and conflicting from what was
envisaged. The Kashmiri crowd
welcomed the Indian cricket
team with pro-Pakistan slogans
although the country was playing against West Indies. Sunil
Gavaskar, the veteran cricketer
remembers the moment in Runs
‘n’ Ruins, “Being hooted at after a
defeat is understandable, but this
was incredible. Moreover, there
were many in the crowd shouting pro-Pakistan slogans which
confounded us, because we were
playing the West Indies and not
Pakistan.” Clive Llyod, the West
Indian captain chose to bowl first.
Gavaskar attempting a cover-drive
on the first ball of the match failed,
leading the ball to the 1st slip to
Viv Richards. Huge applause was
lauded from the home crowd and
it continued throughout the Indian
innings. Worsening the situation,
Gavaskar recalls, “dozens of
people invaded the ground during
the lunch interval and damaged
the wicket, although not serious
enough to halt the game”. The
then J&K Chief Minister, Mr. Farook Abdullah expressed great
regret to the Indian cricket team
that evening while Gavaskar said,
“I don’t think the Indian players
were upset by the behavior of the
crowd. They were stunned and
could not understand the crowd’s
reaction as they had come to the
ground as the World Champions.”.
What followed that ODI series
was the world champions were
whitewashed with 5-0 against the
Windies. 12 people were arrested
by the Srinagar Police for digging
up the pitch during the lunch break
but were later released on bail.
Genocides and exodus took place
in the aftermath in the year 1989
with the same hatred and hostility
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towards the Indian
state and the Kashmiri
Hindu Pandits.
However, the game
has been followed by
almost every household with Bollywood
entering into the
scenario by producing iconic films like
Lagaan, which made
it to the nominations in
the Academy Awards
followed by Azhar,
M.S. Dhoni: The
Untold Story, Jersey,
and finally 83. Cricket, a game primarily
adopted by almost all
the Commonwealth
nations, an offshoot of
the disheartening colonialism, has no manifestation of hate in the
minds of the Indians.
Mahendra Singh
Dhoni, the World
Cup-winning captain
explains in an interview how the game
reverberated a sense
of nationalism in the
hearts of the Indians
during the 2011 WC
finals by saying, “2011
World Cup final me
jab 15-20 run bache
hue the toh jis tareeke
se Wankhede stadium
me saare darshak ne
Vande Mataram chant
karna shuru kiya…”
The statement by
Dhoni explains the
emotions for the game
by the Indians in itself.

PHILOPHOBIA GENZ FALLING
IN LOVE - Ritika Soni
Philophobia and
Gen-Z

What is Love?
Love is a set of
emotions that
connects two
souls, characterized
by passion, commitment, intimacy,
intimac and
responsibility.
The book of love
contains a chapter
on care, closeness,
possessiveness, attraction,affection, trust,
and mutual respect.
Since love is like a
seed that gives birth
to numerous other
emotions like fruits
hanging on a tree,
many people agree
that it is one of the
most important human
emotions.
Yet despite being
one of the most
studied behaviors,
it is still the least
understood. Love can
be one of the most
beautiful and amazing
parts of life, but it can
also be frightening.
While some apprehensiveness is normal,
some find the thought
of falling in love

Every 1 in 6 Gen-Z accepts that they don’t want to
fall in “love” because they
are too scared of it. While
most of them fear
rejection, some

What is Philophobia?
Philophobia is a
scientific term for
fear of love! Just
like phobia of height
or darkness, philophobia is terror-driven
anxiety of becoming
emotionally connected to someone.
It is a prison by which
people confine themselves because they
feel moving out will
hurt them.
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just don’t want to
go through the hassle of
investing time or money
in an emotion that
requires too much
commitment.
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MUDRA: AN AGE
OLD PANACEA
- Stuti Pandey
change one’s moods
and increase vitality.
There are hundreds of
Mudras that can be put
into practice, some of
which are considered
more significant and
powerful than others.
Simultaneously, many

In today’s world we
all experience problems like headaches,
cramps, body pain,
low energy levels, and
other general health
problems in our lives
on a regular basis. But
why do we face these
issues?

mudras are significant to only certain
practices,
where
a handful of these
mudras are put to
use repeatedly in
different ways.

A majority of these
issues stem from
improper blood flow,
low oxygenation of
the blood, and even
accumulation of blood
in certain parts of the
body.

An Introduction
to Mudras
The term Mudra has
many meanings and
owes its origin to the
Sanskrit language
where the word mudra
is translated as ‘gesture’ or ‘attitude’. The
word Mudra itself
could signify a gesture, a seal, or even a
symbol. In the context
of this article, however,
going with its Sanskrit
definition, mudras
signify a sacred hand
gesture or position
which is used for re-

laxation, rituals, and meditation.
The way that these mudras work is
by stimulating certain areas of our
body/consciousness involved with
our breathing which in turn influences
the flow of energy in our bodies and
leads us to awaken. By intentionally
channeling our energy we allow stuck
energy in our body to travel through
our nadis more freely. Thus, a bodymind energy connection is reached
which creates balance and restores
the energy levels of our body. These
mudras can be therapeutic and
soothing, so much so that they can
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Most commonly paired
with hatha yoga and
especially
kundalini yoga, mudras can
also be paired with
pranayama,
tai-chi,
affirmations, visualization, and even meditation. Another significant usage of mudras
is seen in classical
dance forms such as
Bharatanatyam, Kathakali, and Odissi. These
dance forms don’t just
use hands for mudras
but also eye and body
movements. Indian deities are also often depicted in such mudras,
each of them
symbolizing roots are

embedded in some
cultural texts, mudra
techniques otion, virtue, or strength. While
are a roots are embedded in some cultural
texts, mudra techniques
practice that is totally compatible with any
philosophy, ideology, or
belief. All that an effective mudra practice requires is the regularity
of practice, and along
with it a wholesome
diet, good eating habits,
and a healthy lifestyle.
Benefits of Mudras
Facilitates Healing
Our scriptures say that
the first symptom of
our body being afflicted
by a disease is that of
our energy, or prana
levels, getting low.
This is a symptom, and
sometimes the cause of
lowered immunity which
invites disease into the
body.
Thus practicing Prana Mudra increases
the Prana in our body,
thereby enabling it to
automatically heal itself.
So, anytime one feels
his/her energy lowering, just practice this for
some time and you’ll
feel the prana jump
right back up.
Moreover, with the regular and proper practice
of the Mudra, you’ll feel
more profound changes
in your body, letting it

get rid of any other ailments that
you may have had. Some of the
ailments that Mudra can help in
healing include:
High blood pressure, joints instability, ulcers. Heightened sensitivity and burning in the stomach
and throat. Skin rashes, aging
skin, acidity
Eye Benefits
The eyes are one of the most
important organs of the body that
has to be protected and taken
care of from birth till death.
Performing certain mudra revitalizes the nerves that are related
to your eyes and rejuvenates the
cells. Mudras can be done to get
relief from eye pain, and redness
in the eyes, for rectifying eyesight
and even bring it back to normal.
Other General benefits
Our body experiences cramps
and leg pain because there is
blood accumulated in those areas
which restricts proper flow. Practicing mudras removes the impurities in the blood, enhancing its
flow and richness of it and bringing excellent healing benefits.
Practicing Mudra can greatly
improve one's body’s immune
system and it also stabilizes
one's mind. Many times, some
psychosomatic issues like impatience, irritability, weakness, and
mental fatigue bring problems to
the physical body as well. Mudras
turn these issues into positivity, enthusiasm, delight, joy, and
happiness.
Mudra’s relaxing and rejuvenating
effect on the mind improves your
awareness, focus, and productivity, thus helping one perform bet67

ter in any task he/she takes up.
The relaxation effect of the mudra
decreases nervousness and
helps improve one’s confidence.
Mudra also brings more balance
and stability to the mind, thereby curing any sleeping or eating
disorders you may have been
afflicted with.
Practicing Mudras also reduces
and sometimes removes, any
deficiencies caused by a lack of
essential vitamins (A-K).
Incorporating Mudras in Your
Daily Life
While mudras are generally
performed either in combination
with or after asana and pranayama, there are no hard and fast
rules around introducing mudras
into your day-to-day life. Even
performing mudras while you’re
waiting in traffic or simply watching television are all legitimate
ways to perform mudras. When it
comes to incorporating mudras in
your daily life on a more serious
level, the way to do this is quite
similar to making any other lifestyle changes like exercise, food
habits, sleeping routine, diets,
etc. Simple warm-up exercises
like limber-ups with folded hands
are also construed as mudras.
When you add easy affirmations
such as I feel fulfilled and connect
myself with the powers of Heaven and Earth, the mudra is made
even more powerful. Add to that
mindful breathing such as rhythmic inhaling and exhaling, you
will add even more power to your
mudra practice.
Balaji P.V Deekshitulu (2016)
reviewed that the Mudra therapy
can control stress, depression,
anxiety, and fear and promote
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mental health and
happiness. Studies
have shown that
mantras can have
beneficial effects on
the health of the body
as well as positive
results on mental &
physical levels.
Essentially, all that
you need to be able
to perform mudras is
a state of mind that
is looking to create
a body-mind energy
connection through
these age-old gestures that are predominantly performed
by your hands. Mudras make yoga even
more accessible not
only because they’re
so easy to perform,
but also because
they're so agreeable
with any and every
philosophy there
is in the world. An
undemanding yoga
practice, mudras are
truly one of a kind. All
they require is a bit of
effort and a habit to
come back to these
relaxing hand gestures every now and
then.

Natur0Pathy
explained
- Simran
“No, I’m not going” I
screamed while my
mother packed my
bags to send me to
this new place, I would
have then called Jail.
A week later I entered
a huge gate labeled,
‘Prakaratik Chikitsalaya’. One thing
I have realized
being a diabetic
is that there is no
stopping in life,
you either carry
your problems with
you for a lifetime or
you look for ways to
get rid of these problems, for a lifetime
again, if you have a
disease with no cure.
This was just one of the
million trials my mother
had made me do and I
had no way of stopping
her enthusiasm, so
here I was looking at a
new way to live life for
two months.
I was guided to my
room after which I had
to meet my doctor who
would tell me what my
routine was going to
be. Sitting in front of
her, I wondered if Nature actually, had ways

Pandit

to cure something which humans
couldn’t. ‘You learn something
new every day.’ I was told, and I
learned a lot that day. My doctor
had
told me how
my day

would begin
at 5:45 AM
with yoga
in the
yoga
hall.
Starting
with
Pranayama
and going on with
different types of
Asanas for each part of my body.
The Asanas would be the same
for all the members in the naturopathy with instructions given by
a trained yoga practitioner. After
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Yoga, I would get to
have breakfast before
going for my treatment.
Breakfast, lunch, and
dinner would be provided by them with no
exceptions. The food
here was lightweight
with very low calories
and minimal to no added spices. The timings
to have our food was
fixed, after which the
kitchen would close
and not entertain anyone coming in late.
I went into my room,
already exhausted
from the future. I tried
to optimize my mind
by thinking about
how I’d at least
have tried another means
to live better.
The next day I
woke up at 5:30
with a huge
bell being rung
by the guard. I
didn’t know there
were alarms here
too, I thought. I woke
up, brushed my teeth
grabbed my yoga mat,
and walked towards the
yoga hall, let's begin
and get done with this,

was my only thought.
After Yoga, I realized, I
felt energetic and fresh.
For breakfast, we all
were given a packet of
sprouts and a glass of
juice, after which we
were supposed to go
to the doctor again to
know what treatment
would follow. At the
doctor’s, I was given a
slip with words written
that made no sense
to me- “What do these
mean?” I asked. The
doctor explained to
me the meaning of all
these one by one.
‘Garam Thanda sek’
was the translation
of hot and cold compress. In this, we were
provided with a hot
water bag and a towel
dipped in cold water.
We were supposed
to keep these on our
pelvis below the navel consecutively. The

hot water bag would stay for 2
minutes and the cold towel for
3 minutes. ‘Mitti patti’ aka Mud
therapy. It involves the scientific
use of moistened earth to benefit
the body from within. We were
given a mud band to be kept on
the specific body part that needed
healing. Since I was a diabetic, I
kept it on the sides of my upper
abdomen so that it would work
for my pancreas. It was a strong
belief here, that our brain had the
power to cure almost everything if
we had the power to concentrate
our thought into single energy
of healing. The mud band was
kept on us for 15 minutes, with
our eyes closed and affirmations
recited for us.
Then came ‘Katti snan’. It was a
process of immersing your torso
in a bucket of water and laying in
there for 15 minutes while rubbing
your abdomen in slow circles.After
the bath, we were supposed to go
and freshen up before lunch. Using mobile phones, while in treatment, was prohibited. We were
allowed to play games in our free

time as physical activity
is also, an important
part of keeping a body
healthy and active.
The rooms in the naturopathy were amidst
complete greenery with
minimum urban noise
coming in. I realized
that while I was there,
my sleep improved,
and I couldn’t remember the last time I had
such a deep, peaceful
sleep. My diabetes
wasn’t cured, though
there was a major improvement in my insulin
intake. I had entered
the naturopathy with a
crappy mood, 46 units
of daily insulin, worried
about how I was going
to get through these
two months. I left with
a peaceful mind, good
friends, and my insulin
down to 20 units in a
day.

Humans of UPG

In talks with

Shreyas KANSARA

-Pritha Vashishth

From being Mr. Taarangan to coming 2nd for your performance in MoodI. How did it all start?
What do people say? Yes, you are either replica of your mother or a dummy of your father. I am none, I am
just the route that my mother paved. My journey started because my mother used to say Shreyas no matter
which route you choose theatre is important. Even my mimicry for instance was the product of watching Raju
Shrivastav with my family and trying to imitate him. So, my basic schooling of whatever I am today was done at
home. I enrolled in the school theatre, left school but theatre continued, joined junior college theatre, left junior
college but theatre continued, joined undergrad college theatre, the college is ending soon but theatre
will continue.

It has always been theater only, right?
Yes after the 10th grade, I joined Mithibai because of Mithibai
Drama Culture. It is true people go for college names
or courses or any other reason. I went for MDT.
Unfortunately, things didn’t go the way I planned.
There was some attendance issue, and I was not
allowed to enter the college, so I had to give
exams outside. At that time everything around me
was bleak. I was not allowed to enter the premise
hence any theatre for which I had joined the college.

How did you land in UPG?
The story is many of the people I knew from MDT were
opting for a course in UPG- BA FTNMP. Then I came
to know that there is a new drama team, but you know
excitement in a new family is always more. I was more interested in
taking the admission than the course. The reason was
simple I was scrapped out of SVKM’s college now I had to prove
my worth to SVKM’s college. You can’t measure my journey in
kilometers because it was legit from the first floor to the third
floor. When I entered only I knew how many hiccups my life had
taken by then. Ultimately these allies of UPG became my roots.”

According to you what is stage?
We don’t follow a definite space for practice. If you
say then we can practice right here too but once the
boundaries of the stage are marked, our focus is
disciplined. Once I enter nothing can distract me at all. The
breathing of the stage motivates me to take one step more.
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What keeps you motivated and confident whenever you perform something?
You can be confident enough but nervousness and panic strokes will always revolve around your neck. It is a part
of being an artist. We keep practicing for six months while anticipating applauds. Personally what boosts me, motivates me, is not in me. It is the audience that makes or breaks the game. If the audience reaction reaches an inch near
my expectation no one in the world can bring me down the stage.

Recently you performed on the stage in the audience. If I am not wrong in Fimly Mela right?
“Yes on the 2nd day of Filmy Mela. This was the first time, and I was not even aware that I had to perform.
So while the technical team was handling something on the stage I was asked to keep the audience
engaged. This was new because for mimicry I have generally used stage only. In theater, we do street plays
where the audience and performers are on the same level. The street is the stage and vice versa so I had
some idea of performing in such an environment. This time I was not nervous because the audience reaction
was speechless. It lifted me whenever I turned my shoes to sit. Mimicry is something you don’t get a standing ovation for, but I did. My filler performance was not treated like one. Twenty-five voices in my throat were
displaying the sign of victory. It was one of the best experiences”

Everyone in the college knows you are the golden boy of the year after winning gold in both zonal
level and state level in youth mimicry. How was the experience?
I will tell you one thing. I participated in youth in 2019 also for mimicry and was not even selected for the
second round. I was kind of disheartened, but hell motivated that in the coming two years I will at least get
selected for the second round but then covid came. So, in falling years, I had forgotten about my resolution
but one day Lokesh sir randomly asked me whether I will participate in youth. I was ready but conscious of
every step. There was a hustle, all around people were preparing, the organizing team was stressing and
then I performed. Had a great performance on or let me say with the stage. At first Rajeshwari my CL
informed me, then Lokesh sir called me with utter excitement “Aeee gold Alla h gold alla h”. The feeling was
something else then I went for finals and said “Aeee gold alla h gold alla h”. Once I had asked Anuraj, the one
who had won gold for monoact in 2019, “how does it feel to be a golden boy?” He said “when you will get it
you will know. I don’t want to spoil it for you.” and then three days back he winked at me while felicitating me
at the annual function.

What will you call your biggest achievement?
I have acted for Jagdamba productions as Sambaji Maharaj which should be the biggest thing because, in
every household of Maharashtra, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj’s shows are like a ritual. The patch of his
brother at first was small only but then writers wrote and I got more screen time. For me, this was of major
importance. You see I have grown up watching Jagdamba production shows. Now I was working with them. It
was like a breakthrough for me. In my short journey, it is and will be one of the biggest milestones.
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So how did it all start Utkarsh?
“Okay... where should I start? So, let’s see four years back. No! I think
six years back after 10th I left my hometown and shifted to Aurangabad for NEET preparation.”
Seriously? Seeing your passion for acting I can’t even imagine that
“Yes... but I was not selected for a government seat. Everyone asked
me to t
-Pritha Vashishth
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In talks with

Utkarsh Yadav

“It was like a shift of track where the train is supposed to
reach an unknown destination. I left my MBBS studies and
packed my bags for Bombay then in two weeks I was
introduced to Drama Team. I got so indulged in that process
that I didn’t even realize and the aspirational news anchor
was long gone. I used to see my seniors working day and
night either on their expressions, direction, or narration.
So in the team, we start with bonding sessions then
workshops, and then the process of a play. So in simple
words it got me ”

So the acting bug got you in the starting itself?
“Not exactly. Throughout my first year, I was involved in backstage and it was damn fun. We won IPTA that year. I mean in
2018. Everyone in the college knew how hard we had worked
but something was missing. We were not on the stage. We
were backstage artists. I wanted to breathe on the stage for
once at least. After some time I got a lead role in a commercial play Javeda. We toured all over India. This thing boosted
my motive.”
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It might have been a kickstart for you?
“Yes... I was like yes Utkarsh you can do it. Through that play, I got other plays like Resham
and Rohingaya Chorr also Jihad which I am currently doing. The play recently trended on
Book my show. The thing is theatre gives you a perspective. It teaches you a lot and
disciplines your life. By every step, I learned.

What all hurdles have you faced?
“Let me start with a basic one which every artist goes through. Am I good enough? So

basically self-doubt. Now after some theatrical experience, I wanted to do camera acting,
which is way different. I used to go to Aram Nagar for an audition with full nervousness and
come back all disheartened. After which that depression zone started. It took me a lot of
time to accept rejection. Secondly, sometimes you are just not ready. You see it’s a process
the more time you invest the better you become. I remember I was offered a role through
Mukesh Chabra and it was quite early for me. I was so damn nervous that I was not able to
give a proper audition, forget about the best shot. These things are important as they teach
you, what not to do next time you face something like this.”

Can you tell us about your recent work?
“Okay so again I got a casting call from Mukesh Chabbra but this time it was during covid

waves and I was not in Mumbai. I wanted to give my two hundred percent this time. They
had asked me to shoot a four minute monologue and I had two and half days to prepare.
It took seventy-five takes to bring out the best short. Now the director didn’t like it at first. I
mean he liked the audition but according to him, my look was not according to the
character. After one week I got a call. They asked me to come to Bombay as the other person had backed out and that is how I got my first movie. It is still not out but we had a private
screening and all. I have worked as an Assistant Director in web series by dramatic mandir.
Side by side I have also started dubbing and I love poetry so I perform and host in different
open mics. ”

Any time you felt that you were stuck and maybe it was not the right choice?
“Covid got me I mean it was a complete U-turn. I had no work. I went back home and the
question was ‘now what?’. Colleges were shut and I had no motive to stay in Bombay. Then
in the second wave itself, I came back to Bombay. I was taking a huge risk. I mean I was
taking a risk for nothing. I had nothing in my hands and I was going back to Bombay. I had to
start from zero again.”

After whatever you have gone through and whatever you will go through what do you
want at the end?
“I want to be a lot of things. I want to be the support system and pride of my family. I want to
add value to people’s life in any medium possible. If I put them all together I want people to
remember that UTKARSH YADAV WAS AN ARTIST.”
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MILESTONES OF 2021-22
March 3 & 4, 2022

Thakur Ramnarayan - Taarangan
Feb 13, 2022

NMIMS - VAAYU
District Level

Tres Chic - 1st Place

March 2 & 3, 2022

District Level

BGMI - 1st Podium
Mehendi Rang laegi - 1st Podium
Grammer Nazi - 1st Podium
Kissebazi - 1st Podium

Jan 11, 2022

Valia College - Jallosh

Mumbai University - Youth Festival

District Level

National Level

Solo Dance - 1st Place
Solo Singing - 1st Place

Mimicry - 1st Place
Mono-acting - Consolation

December 2021

Mithibai - Kshitij
International Level
Word Game - 1st Place
Football- 1st Place
Mr. and Ms. Kshitij - 1st Place
Social Media Marketing - 1st Place

December 2021

IIT Bombay - Mood I
International Level
Literary Arts - 1st Place
Magic & Lifestyle - 2nd Place
Design & Digital Arts - 3rd Place
Design - 3rd Place

